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Test lab report-BBC-Metrawatt/Goerz DMM
Power line disturbances

Part 2

Transducers

Multi -channel TV sound

Troubleshooting telephones

Here's The Savvy-est True Dual 'Trace 10 MHz
Digital Storage Scope You Ever Saw
aving-est Price. Onl $595.
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The Handy New LogicScope' 136
True Dual Trace 10 MHz Real Time Bandwidth 3 Input Channels I/O Port
Digital Waveform Storage Boolean Waveform Operations Audio Functions
8.0 (L) x 4.5 (D) x 1.75 (H) Inches 1.25 Pounds 9 Volt Battery/AC Operation
Consider the LogicScope 136
The LogicScope 136 is the next logical step in test instrumentation for you. It combines many of the features and capabilities of sophisticated logic analyzers and oscilloscopes ..
and it fits in your hand. Never before has so much technology
been available in so. small an instrument, at such a low price.
The pocket -sized LogicScope 136 is made possible by a
patented breakthrough in display technology. The conventional CRT has been replaced by a unique array of 400 LED's
that permits simultaneous display of two digital waveforms.
The 136 can be used for viewing single shot events, or
repetitive waveforms. It can be operated in real time mode, or
in memory mode which permits acquisition and storage of up to
50-100 bit waveforms. These can be recalled, logically compared (AND, OR, EXCLUSIVE OR) to other input waveforms,
or output to an external device via an I/O port. This I/O port
will also accept future add-on 136 Modules.
Its very low cost, convenience and ease-of -use make the
LogicScope the ideal instrument, for designing, troubleshooting
or repairing digital systems. Made in U.S.A.
.
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Consider its Engineering & Field Service Applications:
On microprocessor-based systems, check the timing relationship of various parameters relative to the system clock and
other key events. Its storage capability allows visual and logical comparison of non -repetitive waveforms to known reference signals. Output in the start-up of the digital device can be
compared to reference signals to determine the operating state
of the device. Questionable waveforms can be stored for analysis.
Its light weight and small size make the LogicScope convenient to take on every service call. The 136 provides much more
information for trouble shooting a digital system or peripheral
than a logic probe or digital counter without having to lug an
oscilloscope or logic analyzer along.

Contact us for the name of your local distributor
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7320 Parkway Drive, Hanover, MD 21076 U.S.A.
301-796-3300
TELEX 908207
Division of Renaissance Technology Corp.
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High quality, name brand semiconductors, plus all of the other electronic parts you'll ever
need, all under one roof. Give CEI a call today, toll free, and discover why Consolidated Electronics truly is your complete electronic parts source)

1-800-543-35Gß

1-800-762-3412

TELEX NO. 288-229

IN DAYTON:(513) 252-5662

NATIONAL WATS

THE CEI PRICE

OHIO WATS

Check

it out!

Consolidated Electronics, Incorporreed

CEI Your Complete Electronic Parts Source!

705 WATERVLIET AVE, DAYTON OHIO. 45420-2599
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The how-to magazine

of electronics...

GIGOTRONIG
lab- BBC-

Metrawatt/Goerz DMM

By Christopher Kite
The Bell system break-up
created a new servicing
opportunity. Here you can
learn about telephone
circuitry and what test
equipment is needed for

servicing.

By Carl Babcoke
Some features that are
uncommon to many DMMs
are incorporated into this
model. ES&T's review shows
it to be a useful addition to
your test bench.

20

48

Listen to TV in stereo
D.

Cox

Multichannel TV sound is
here. Although only a few
sets feature the required
circuitry, soon that will
change. This article
describes the circuitry used
in some sets to receive

broadcast stereo.

28

Don't let power line
disturbances damage
your electronic
equipment Part 2

-

Now that telephone company customers
can purchase their own telephones,
someone will have to provide service for
them. Read the article starting on page

for a logical, step-by-step
troubleshooting procedure. (Photo
12

courtesy of B&K Precision)

By Jerry Whitaker
This second installment
discusses devices used for

transient suppression. A
sampling of commercial
products is also featured.

52

Using a programmable
scanner as a signal
source
By David McLanahan
This procedure allows you to
repair police scanners
without needing a
synthesized digital
frequency generator.

The video connection
By Martin Clifford
Examining the video
connection between a TV
receiver and add-on
components, Clifford looks
at impedance, cabling, cable
connections and baluns.

56

38

What do you know about
components? Transducers

-

By Sam Wilson

Wilson discusses what
transducers do and also
looks at the two categories

Page

4

6
26

By Sam Wilson

37

This month's quiz poses
questions from previous
articles featured in the 1984
issues of ES&T.

41
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Departments:

Test your electronic
knowledge

of transducers-active and
passive.
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Report from the test

Troubleshooting
telephones

By Billy
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Weller/Xcelite
250K

Mini Electronic
Tool Kit
The best of
the basics in
a convenient
storage case.
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Weller GEC120

Electronically Controlled Soldering Gun
Sophisticated high quality tool combines
the features of a temperature
electronically controlled
station with a lightweight easy to
handle
soldering
gun.

Weller DS 600

Portable
Desoldering Station

Xcelite TC100

Contains its own
vacuum source and
only requires a
120 volt supply for
complete desoldering
capability. Grounded tip
prevents damage
to sensitive components

Attaché Tool Case

The ultimate. Contains 53 individual tools plus 31
interchangeable screwdriverinutdriver blades and handles.
Every one a top quality tool. Don't leave base without it.

*».l, o..o.o..01a.,.noN

Whatever type of computer or electronic equipment
you are dealing with, you can be sure to rely on the specialized
tools from Weller and Xcelite. A constant program
of research and development ensures the most advanced tools
capable of servicing the most sophisticated equipment.
Here is a brief specification but
check with ycur Electronics Distributor for the full

data
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The difference between work and workmanship.
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Editorial

'VW

Don't take your electric power
for granted
Living in one of the most technologically developed nations in a highly developed world, there
are many things we take for granted. We expect to
be able to pick up the telephone and get an immediate dial tone, and then with a few flicks of the
finger, speak to almost anyone anywhere in the
world.
We go to the grocery store expecting to be able to
pick up the cut of meat and fresh produce of our
choice without ever once giving a thought to the
complex chain of events, each a marvel of modern
technology, it took to get it there.
It's not surprising, then, that we take the electrical power coming into our homes for granted. We
walk into the house, flip the switch and the light
comes on. Turn the knob and the television lights up
with pictures. Not only that, but we're ordinarily unmindful that all the time we were gone from the
house, the electricity was powering the refrigerator
to preserve food from spoiling, keeping all the clocks
on time, and continuing to operate the air conditioner or furnace to keep the house comfortable.
Until recently, all of the electrically operated
devices in the home have been pretty tolerant of
minor disturbances in the electric power delivered
to our homes. If the voltage coming into the house is
interrupted for a few thousandths of a second, or
drops 10 or 20 percent below its nominal value, the
clock on the wall might lose a little, or the refrigerator motor might get a little warmer
momentarily, but no problem.

51981111101110

If you happen to have a digital clock, though,
you've probably begun to become more aware that
the power coming into your house isn't quite as
steady as you once thought it was. Every once in a
while you come back with no inkling that you had a
power failure, but find that the digits on the clock
have all switched to 00:00 and are blinking. And that
only tells you that there's been a complete interruption of your electric power, however short it might
have been. It can't tell you if the voltage has sagged
or surged above nominal, or if there's been a spike,
or several, of higher than normal voltage.
Although motors and heating elements and other
electrical equipment can tolerate or ignore momentary variations in the ac line power coming into the
house, many of today's highly sophisticated highly
sensitive devices cannot. Many of today's semiconductors can be destroyed or permanently damaged
by such faults. Digital circuitry such as in clocks can
be totally disrupted by power interruptions or
spikes. Digital computers may give incorrect results, or even be damaged by such disturbances.
This issue features the second of a 2 -part series
that takes a detailed look at what causes power line
disturbances, their effects and what corrective
measures can be taken. Reading it might help you
save some computer data - or may help save your
computer or other solid-state electronics products.
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You touch.

gets you the world's first

It holds.

-

It's the top model in the world champion Fluke 70 Series line
the first
industrial quality autoranging multimeters
The Fluke 77
to combine digital and analog displays.
Its unique "Touch Hold"** function
These tough, American -made meters feaautomatically senses and holds readings,
ture a three-year warranty and 2000+
leaving you free to concentrate on posihour battery life.
tioning test leads without having to watch
So call now for the complete story on
the display.
the Fluke 77 with "Touch Hold" Because
Then, when you have a valid reading, it
if you don't deserve the world's first, who
signals you with an audible beep.
in the world does?
The Fluke 77 is perfect for those test
For the name of your distributor or a
situations where accessibility is a problem, free brochure, call our toll -free hotline
or when extra care is needed for critical
anytime 1-800-227-3800, Ext. 229.
measurements.
From outside the U.S., call 1-402-496-1350, Ext. 229.

1Z9

handheld digital/analog
multimeter with "Touch Hold:'

FROM THE WORLD LEADER
IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS.
10141.16.

14;y

FLUKE 73

FLUKE 75

FLUKE 77

$85'

$99'

$129'

Analog/digital display

Analog/digital display

Analog/digital display

Volts, ohms, 10A, diode
test

Volts, ohms. 10A, mA,

Volts, ohms. 10A, mA

diode test

diode test

Autorange

Audible continuity

Audible continuity

07% basic dc accuracy
2000+ hour battery life

Autorange/range hold

"Touch Hold" function

0.5% basic dc accuracy

Autorange/range hold

2000+ hour battery

0.3% basic dc accuracy

3

-year warranty

life

2000+ hour battery life

3 -year warranty

3 -year warranty

Multipurpose holster
Suggested U.S. list price, effective July

'" Patent pending.

1,

1984

FLUKE
Copyright

©

1984. John Fluke Mfg. Co_ Inc. All rights reserved. Ad No. 4701-77
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New thyristor expected to
simplify, lower cost of

consumer -product control
A new kind of power electronic
device to simplify and reduce the
cost of control circuits'for a wide
range of industrial and consumer
products is under development at
the General Electric Research and
Development Center, Schenectady, NY.
Known as an MOS-controlled
thyristor (MCT), the device is essentially a thyristor that incorporates metal -oxide -semiconduc-

20N
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1216W,

tor field effect transistors

(MOSFETs) for gating both on and
off. As such, it will function like a

'
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thyristor under steady state conditions (it will have the high current
density characteristic of
thyristors). But thanks to the MOS
gating, it also will exhibit the
capability to be turned on and off
reliably.
This development is a radical
departure from standard thyristors, which ordinarily cannot be
turned off at all. As a result, most
control circuits employing thyris- thyristor has been compared to
tors require elaborate backup com- several other types of power
mutation circuitry for turnoff. devices. Compared to a 600V
Such circuitry is as large and as MOSFET, for example, it is projected to have about 20 times
lossy as the main power circuit.
With this device, a charge ap- higher current density at a 2V forplied to the MOS gate will turn on ward drop.
A number of experimental
the field effect transistors (FETs),
rated at 1200V (the ideal
devices
of
the
effectively shorting one
emitting junctions of the thyristor breakdown voltage) have been
to turn the device off. The current fabricated. Preliminary tests indensity that can be turned off will dicate that a 15V gate signal will
depend on the size of the be required to turn off one of the
new thyristors rated at 1000A per
MOSFET.
Through computer modeling and square centimeter.
The key to accomplishing the allmathematical analysis, the performance of this MOS-controlled important turn-off function is to
6
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d.
This illustration displays a new kind of
power electronic device, known as an
MOS-controlled thyristor (MCT). It is
essentially a thyristor that incorporates
metal -oxide -semiconductor field effect
transistors (MOSFETs) for gating both
on and off.

have FETs highly interdigitated
on the cathode surface. Turning on
these FETs causes such a high
emitter short density that the
device turns off.
GE has fabricated experimental
MOS-controlled thyristors with as
many as 6000 cells. Each of the
cells measures about 20 microns
on a side.

We Supply the Education
You Apply the Know-How
Panasonic
Cellular Mobile Telephone
Training Program

Any Technician would agree
that there is no substitute
for experience. But even
for the experienced, higher
technology products can
anateDet,or,
offer quite a challenge.

iniarks:

harsAariaw

The best tools for today's
technicians are EDUCATION
and EXPERIENCE.

aCeilvAftier TdgiAr

kmawisee aide
aVideo
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And today, more than ever,
when high technology is omnipresent and rapid turnaround
times are demanded, service
support becomes perhaps the
technician's most valuable tool.

One of the forms of Service
Support from the Matsushita
Engineering and Service
Company is that of Specialized
Training Programs. These Training Programs are a low cost,
comprehensive means of obtaining product servicing information.
They consist of both videotapes
and training literature presented
in a self-standing package.

Experience the Educational
Training Programs available from
the Matsushita Engineering and
Service Company.

G11.111us

To obtain a catalog listing

Our Training Programs are new
for 1985 and supplement our
large library of Training Manuals.

all our Training Programs and

Training Literature simply fill in
the information below.

Matsushita Engineering and Service Company
Engineering Support Division/Publications Dept.
50 Meadowland Parkway, Secaucus, NJ 07094
Division of MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

PLEASE SEND ME YOUR CATALOG
NAME
COMPAN Y

ADDRESS

CITY
STATE

ZIP
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Silicon imaging device delivers
superior color TV pictures

A silicon imaging device that
produces color TV pictures with
the look of film has been designed
and developed by RCA.
Known as RCA SID504, the chip
is a charge -coupled device (CCD)
that replaces conventional vacuum
tubes. It can transfer information
three to five times more efficiently
than comparable existing devices
while providing one of the lowest
noise readouts in CCD technology.
This device will provide major
advantages in electro -optic applications, especially in low -light

areas where precise image reproduction is of significant importance. These applications include
inspection, process control, pattern recognition, robotics and a
variety of industrial surveillance,
scientific and medical instruments.
8
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The device surpasses the capabilities of conventional tubes. This
improvement is due to its capability to handle direct bright lights,
while at the same time producing
clean images from shadows. It can
practically see in the dark, producing clear images from as little
as three footcandles of light, marking a genuine breakthrough in
solid state imaging performance.
Advantages of the CCD include
its ability to see sharper detail in
rapidly moving objects and to perform over a wide range of lighting
conditions. As a result, the blurs
normally associated with fast action scenes in tube pictures have
been reduced by the RCA chip. Because there is no image lag, it is
possible to obtain faster shutter
speeds and shorter exposures.

March 1985

This new CCD imaging device provides
206,336 picture elements on its 8mm
diagonal sensor. Small size, combined
with low -light capability, low power requirement and freedom from lag make it
useful in robotics, pattern recognition,
industrial surveillance, medical and sci-

entific applications.

The device

also eliminates

blooming, a glare caused by objects reflecting too much light into
the TV camera. The entire image
sensing area is light-sensitive. It
has no opaque areas to cause aliasing, which occurs when small picture details are obscured and lost
in the image output. Other advantages of the RCA chip include its
immunity from magnetic fields,
acoustic interference and geometric distortion of the picture.

New from B&K-PRECISION, for
telephone service, test and repair
COvPLETE TELEPHONE PRODUCT ANALYZER. A total

self-contained system for d agnostic test ng,
serveing and caFbra-bon c' corded and cordless -elephones, cnswe-ing machines and automo-b ciders. Performs every tes- you'll eve- need

to test and repair any phone product including
verification of pulse and touch-tone numters,
mec sure-nentof fregaenc errer and modulaMODEL 1050 $'695
tion deviation.

Frorides full servicing and caltiration capability fo' base and portable phone units. All r1 test and measurement
functions. Replaces e<per ive FM generators and
modulatior mon tors, ve* performs all tests required for cordless prone system analisis and
repair, including fu f-equency test ng and alignment. Generates ail prior and recently approve
CORDLESS TELEPHONE TESTER.

I
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MODEL 1047 $85'5

MODEL 1045 $395

MODEL 1042 $19.95

TELEPHONE LINE ANALYZER. Quickly identifies a
in-store con
problem as extemal o- in the ohore itself. Tests for
saner cr service use: rests handset cord, phone
condition of exte-na phone line phone line card,
fine cord, dial/redid functions, voice cnd ciel
ring and line voltage levels and polarity. Easy to
number levels, ring function and voice nudity cf
use, no ta-teries or ex-ernal power needed.
corded and cordless pho +es. answering maMODEL 1042 $1995
chines and automat c dialers. MODEL1045$95
these test instruments fiver every possible leel of service req Ji-ed fcr teleohone products. They
ore equary useful for ?fairing. The -rstruc tiormanuall provided offer o cornprehemive course of
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Simple dual "L" frame chassis
provides easy, open access to
circuit boards and components
-and to the scope interior itself.

Quick -disconnect CRT can be
easily removed-or
in minutes.

installed-

High.efficiency power supply
eliminates need of line switching
for different line voltages. Protective shielding reduces noise and
enhances safety.
3-year

warranty on all parts and

labor, including the CRT.

Very few adjustments are
required-for quick and easy
calibration.

-

Only five circuit boards are
used lead lg to increased reliability and better serviceability.

Silkscreened nomenclature
enables easy identification of
components, all of which are
clearly labeled on the boards..
Most components are generic
and can be purchased locally.

Safety ceRification comes with
all 2200 Scries scopes because
they are UL listed, CSA and VDE
approved.

Circuit board mounted timing
switch eliminates hand wired
and soldered components and
reduces potential intermittents.

Minimal cabling helps reduce
potential intermittents and allows
easy removal of circuit boards.

Circuit board mounted pots and
switches mean no hand wiring
to break off. These parts are
machine soldered for reliability.

Sealed potentiometers improve
reliability and increase component life by keeping dust and
moisture out.

2200 SERIES
OSCILLOSCOPES

THE ANSWER
BY ANY MEASURE

TEKPORTABLE

You can't judge a scope

by its cover.

Take a look at Tek's simplified,
practical internal design (opposite) and you'll see why the 2200
Series delivers unparalleled
performance and reliability
compared to any competitive
scope on the market. You get
quality that's unmistakably
Tektronix in scopes so advanced,
they cost you less to buy and own.
Through an innovative design
concept we reduced the number

The 2200 Series includes the
industry's first 3 -year warranty
on all parts and labor, including
the CRT. A variety of optional
service plans can economically
extend this coverage to five years.
Tektronix has 150 worldwide
service centers dedicated to servicing Tek instruments exclusively.
Every purchase comes with the
industry's most comprehensive
manuals and-if you require-

application notes, instruction
guides, measurement technique
videotapes and even classroom
courseware.
Talk to our technical experts.
Call 1-800-426-2200 (Ext. 201)
toll-free to order or obtain literature through the Tek National
Marketing Center. In Oregon call
collect, (503) 627-9000, Ext. 201.
Or contact your local Tek Sales
Office.

of mechanical parts by 65%. Reduced cabling by 90%. Virtually
eliminated circuit board electrical
interconnections. And eliminated
the need for a cooling fan.
The result: a scope with
designed -in simplicity that
increases reliability as it cuts
downtime and repair costs. All of
which means outstanding value in
a compact, lightweight package
that's easy to use, easy to service
and easy to afford.
At 60 MHz there are the single
time base with delay 2213A at
$1200* and the dual time base
2215A at $1450* And at 100 MHz,
the dual time base 2235 at $1650*
and the 2236 with an integrated
counter/timer/multimeter at $2650*

lëktronix'

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

Circle
`Prices F.O.B. Beaverton, Oregon
Copyright 1984, Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved. TTA-555
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By Christopher Kite
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As a result of the Bell system
break-up, independents were

allowed to sell telephones, and
they have since saturated the
market, offering many different
makes and models. Prior to the
January 1984 break-up, your local
phone company was responsible
for keeping your telephone in
proper operating condition.
But now, most people own their
own telephones; and the responsibility of servicing them no longer
lies exclusively with the telephone
company. Individual owners may
service their own telephones or
bring them to independent servicers. Because of these recent
changes a new servicing opportunity has been created.

Tools and test equipment
Telephone troubleshooting requires the same basic methods of
troubleshooting as other electronic
equipment. A logical pattern of
checks and measurements will
most effectively isolate the defective part. This article outlines one
logical pattern of checks and measurements with enough detail to
help develop some insight for
adapting the technique to all
telephones.
One of the most valuable tools
for troubleshooting corded telephones is at least a fundamental
knowledge of normal circuit operation. I recommend reading the ar-

you'll need a telephone line
simulator, or it will be necessary to
tie up a telephone line (for some
tests two lines are needed). A 48V
do power supply fed through a
1.5k12 series resistance may be
used for the basic telephone line
simulator, with input/output jacks
for applying ring voltage and test
tones, and measuring dialing and
audio signals.

Telephone
troubleshooting requires
the same basic methods
of troubleshooting as
other electronic
equipment.
Yoiz will also need a 20Hz ring
generator that will provide an output variable from 45V to 100Vrms.

This is a special-purpose device
used only for telephone testing.
Ideally, the ring generator should
shut off automatically when the
telephone is taken off-hook. If not,
you must be very careful never to
take the telephone off -hook when
the high voltage (45V to 100Vrms)
signal is applied. Applying such a
high voltage to an off -hook telephone may cause damage to the

telephone,
For all tests referred to in this
article, it is assumed that the ring
generator in use possesses an

automatic shut off feature.
ticle "What's Inside Your Another special-purpose device is
Telephone?", found in the a dial decoder to determine
February 1984 issue of Electronic
Servicing & Technology, as a
prerequisite for telephone troubleshooting. Correct test equipment
is the other requirement for
telephone troubleshooting.
Much of the test equipment
needed to troubleshoot and repair
telephones is specialized. First,
Servicing of telephones, which contain
specialized circuits and functions, is
facilitated through the use of the appropriate test equipment.

whether the telephone is dialing
the correct digits.

I use a B & K-Precision model
1050 telephone analyzer. It takes
care of my special-purpose needs,
because it includes a telephone line
simulator, variable level 20Hz ring

generator, audio generator, audio
level meter, cord tester and pulse
and DTMF dial decoders. It also
contains features for servicing
cordless telephones.
A less expensive piece of equip-

ment you could use is a unit like
the B&K-Precision model 1045
telephone product tester. It contains a telephone line simulator,
two level 20Hz ring generator,
cord tester, voice and DTMF
signal level tester and pulse and
DTMF dial decoders. General purpose test equipment such as a
multimeter and oscilloscope are
needed, of course, and a second
telephone in good working condition is very handy for some tests.
As you gain experience, you may
wish to alter the pattern of checks
and measurements and develop
your own set of short cuts.
Figure 2 is a schematic diagram
of an electronic telephone. Several
of the troubleshooting examples
refer to Figure 2 to demonstrate
specific examples in detail.
Although circuits may vary from
one telephone to another, most
technicians should be able to adapt
the troubleshooting techniques to
other circuit configurations.

Checking the weak link
Possibly the most common cause
of telephone problems is the failure of handset and telephone
cords. When a telephone does not
operate properly, check the cords
first. Cords are subjected to quite
a bit of hard use, often being
stretched, twisted and nicked -up
through normal everyday use. If
an intermittent problem develops,
it's a good bet that one of the cords
is at fault.
Both handset and telephone line
cords should be tested and replaced if not good. Figure 1 shows
the two different types of cords.
When testing the cords, it is important to bunch up and then
stretch the cord to simulate the
conditions the cord goes through
during a telephone conversation.
Carefully inspect the cord for
signs of excessive wear, nicks, cuts
and frayed wires, and replace the
cord if any problems are spotted.
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problem should be investigated.
ends of the cord from the Before checking the switch or
telephone and put one lead of an other electrical parts inside the
ohmmeter or continuity tester at telephone, make sure nothing
each end of one of the cord's con- prevents the hook switch from
To test a cord, disconnect both

ductors. Resistance should be very
low (almost zero or right at zero).
High resistance readings indicate
an open is present in the cord and
that the cord should be replaced.
With one of the leads still
touching the conductor at one end
of the cord, touch the lead at the
other end to each of the other conductors one at a time. Resistance
should be infinite or very close to
infinite. Low resistance readings
indicate a short is present in the
cord, and it should be replaced.
Test each conductor of the cord in
the same way. The dedicated
testers allow a quick and simple
test for detachable telephone and
handset cords that checks for both
short and open circuits. Plug both
ends of the cord into telephone
jacks on the front panel of the instrument, and a pair of LEDs will
light if the cord is good.
Check ringing
After verifying that the cords
are in good shape, or after replacing the cords if necessary, test the
telephone for ringing. At the same
time, also check the ring threshold
voltage. This threshold is the
minimum voltage at which the
telephone will ring. Apply a 20Hz,
100V signal to the telephone (when
on -hook) and note whether or not
the telephone rings. If it doesn't
ring, the ringer is defective and
must be repaired. If it does ring,
decrease the 20Hz signal level to

moving.
If the telephone fails to ring during this test, several things can be
checked to isolate the problem.

Much of the test
equipment needed to
troubleshoot and to repair
telephones is specialized.
Check the on -hook impedance of
the telephone. If the reading is low
(about 2500), the telephone is
causing the ring generator to
detect an off-hook condition. A
probable cause would be shorted or
leaky ringer coupling capacitors
(C701 and C702), or a shorted or

leaky transient suppressor

capacitor (C722).
If the reading is high (much
greater than 2500), there are
several possible causes. Possibly
the most common cause I have
seen in older telephones is that the
telephone is actually wired for
3 -wire operation: Two wires are
used for voice communications and
dialing and a third wire is used for
ringing. The simplest way to eliminate this problem is to connect the

jack

demonstrate the technique, take a
look at points of measurement for
the telephone depicted in Figure 2.
This is the schematic diagram of a
telephone with an electronic
ringer circuit.
While applying a 100Vrms, 20Hz
signal to the on -hook telephone,
first measure from the junction of
D701 and D703 to ground using an
oscilloscope. Because D701 -D704
forms a full wave bridge rectifier,
the 20Hz ring signal should be converted to a 40Hz ripple signal. If
the signal is absent, check for an
open C701, C702 or R701 or a
shorted C722 or Z701. An abnormal signal may be caused by
bridge diodes D701 -D704 or
Figure 1. When testing either the handset or telephone line cord, you should
alternately bunch the cords up and
stretch them out to simulate actual use

conditions.
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Handset cord
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lack
Telephone
cord

low as 45Vrms.
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Telephone

cord

If the telephone will not ring
with a ring voltage of 45Vrms or
lower, the ringer circuit is probably defective. Although the
telephone company generally supplies 80Vrms to 130Vrms to the
telephone line, telephone line
resistance and loading from other
telephone devices on the same line
can cause the voltage to drop as

14

being tested. However, to

Wall

45Vrms.

When you lift the telephone off hook, ringing should stop immediately. If the telephone continues to ring, the telephone is not
coming off -hook properly, and this

ring wire (the yellow one) to one of
the other two wires (usually the
green one). With newer telephones
this is not a problem.
Usually when there's a problem,
the ring signal must be traced
through the telephone's ringer circuit to find the point where the
signal path is disrupted or severely
attenuated. The specific ring circuit for each telephone may differ
and the measurements should be
adapted to the specific telephone

-Z01p1110

Figure 1.
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Now electronics technicians can get into VCR Servicing quickly and easily

Learn professional VCR servicing
at home or in your shop

with exclusive videotaped
demonstrations

Today, there are more than 10 million
VCRs in use, with people standing in
line to have them serviced. You can
bring this profitable business into your
shop with NRI professional training in
VCR servicing. This top-level training
supports the industry's claim that
the best technicians today are those
who service VCRs.

Covers Beta and VHS
systems with actual
instruction on
videotape.

Integrated Three -Way
Self-Teaching Program
In one integrated program, NRI
gives you a study guide, 9 instructional
units, 2 hours of video training tapes
accompanied by a 32 -page workbook
that pulls it all together. At home or in
your shop, you'll cover all the basic
concepts of video recording, mechanical and electronic systems analyses,
and the latest troubleshooting techniques. Your workbook and instructional units also contain an abundance of
diagrams, data, and supplementary
material that makes them valuable additions to your servicing library.

The "How -To" Videotape
Your NRI Action Videocassette uses
every modern communications technique to make learning fast and easy.
You'll enjoy expert lectures and see
animation and video graphics that make
every point crystal-clear. You'll follow
the camera eye into the heart of the
VCR as step-by-step servicing techniques are shown. Both electronic and
mechanical troubleshooting are covered
including everything from complete replacement and adjustment of the
recording heads to diagnosing microprocessor control faults.
.

Plus Training On All The

New Video Systems
Although your course concentrates
on VCRs covering Beta, VHS, and 3/4'
U-Matic commercial VCRs, NRI also
brings you up to speed in other key
areas. You'll get training in capacitance

and optical video disc players, projection TV, and video cameras. All are included to make you the complete video
technician. There's even an optional
final examination for NRI's VCR Professional Certificate.

The Best Professional
Training
This exclusive self-study course has
been developed by the professionals at
NRI. NRI has trained more television
technicians than any other electronics
school! In fact, NRI has consistently
led the way in developing troubleshooting techniques for servicing virtually
every piece of home entertainment
equipment as it appears in the marketplace.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
...15 -Day No -Risk
Examination
Send today for the new NRI SelfStudy Course in VCR Servicing for

Professionals. Examine it for 15 full
days, look over the lessons, sample the
videotape. If you're not fully satisfied
that this is the kind of training you and
your people need to get into the profitable VCR servicing business, return it
for a prompt and full refund, including
postage. Act now, and start adding new
business to your business.

Special Introductory Offer
This complete VCR training course
with two hour videotape is being
offered for a limited time only, on
orders received from this ad, at our low
introductory price of $179.95. Save
$20 by acting now!
NRI Training For Professionals
McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Avenue Washin ton, DC 20016

Get me started in profitable
me my
NRI self-study course in VCR Servicing for
Professionals. I understand I may return it for
a full refund within 15 days if not completely
satisfied.
SI

RNRIMcG

. VCR servicing. Rush

PLEASE SPECIFY TAPE FORMAT DESIRED

rl

i
I

VHS

Training For

raw -Hill ContinuingProfessionals
Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington, DC 20016

I

BETA

Name (please print)

Company
Street
City/State/Zip
Enclosed is my

check
VISA

Charge to

money order for $179.95 (D.C. residents add 6% tax) Make check payable to NRI
MasterCard
Interbank Number

Card Number

Expiration Date

Signature
(required for credit card sales)

2630-035
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'TELEPHONES
shorted C721. If the signal is nor- period and repetition rate of dial
mal at the first point of measure- pulses. The dial pulses may be
ment, you might jump to buzzer observed on an oscilloscope conBZ701 for the next measurement. nected across the telephone line.
Because the 40Hz ripple acts as a Usually, if a rotary dial telephone
power source for oscillator TR711, will not dial, it is because the conthe signal should be interrupted at tacts are bent, oxidized or cora 40Hz rate. Presence of the signal roded away. Oxidized contacts
means the buzzer itself is defec- may be carefully cleaned, but if the
tive. If the signal is absent, check contacts are bent or corroded,
the contacts of switch S801, then they should be replaced.
check TR709, TR710, TR711 and
associated components.
Usually, if a rotary dial

Checking dialing
Check the ability of the
telephone to dial correctly next.
Test each digit 0 through 9 for

telephone will not dial, it
is because the contacts
are bent, oxidized or
corroded away.

telephones, the level of the dialing
signal should also be checked.
Standard rotary dial telephones
use a set of contacts that are
mechanically opened and closed to
dial numbers. When the dial is released, contacts open and close accordingly. For example, for the
digit 7, the contacts open and close
7 times. A mechanical governor
controls the rotation speed and the

If a push-button type pulse dial
telephone fails to dial numbers, the
first step is to check the dialing IC.
Observe the output of the dialing
IC (pin 18 on IC701) while dialing a
number. The output should pulse a
certain number of times for each
digit pressed (1 pulse for the 1
digit, 5 pulses for the 5 digit, 10
pulses for the 0 digit).
If the dialing IC checks out

both tone and pulse dial
telephones. For tone dial

-

all right, the problem is probably

with the switching transistors
(TR701, 702). These transistors
take the place of the mechanical
contacts on rotary dial telephones,
opening and closing the line in
response to the period and repetition rate established by the dialing
IC (IC701).
One of the more common faults I
have noted in troubleshooting electronic telephones is the failure of

these switching transistors to turn
off completely during dial pulses.
If these transistors allow as little
as 1mA of leakage, some or all of
the dial pulses may not be
recognized by the telephone exchange. You may confirm this by
examining dial pulses on an
oscilloscope. Using do coupling on
the oscilloscope, note the do
reference level with the telephone
on -hook. Next, note whether the
line switches all the way to the reference level during dialing pulses.
Figure 3 shows what you may
observe on the oscilloscope.
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of a typical
corded telephone.
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ADVERTISEMENT

SUPER TECH'S

$10,000"
RCA CHALLENGE

-

-

JUST ONE SUPER TECH MARK IV
AGAINST
ANY FIFTEEN RCA FACTORY ENGINEERS
Who understands RCA TV sets better than the engineering team that designed them? The answer is no one. Who has the finest, most qualified engineering staff in the TV industry? We think RCA does. If we thought otherwise, we would have selected someone else to challenge!
Yet the fact is, we are thoroughly convinced that just one "average" technician using a Super Tech computer can diagnose nine RCA color TV sets (CTC
85 thru CTC 118) down to circuit level, before any fifteen RCA factory design engineers can do likewise to just three.

SUPER TECH WILL GIVE THE RCA ENGINEERS
THREE TO ONE ODDS

AND STILL WIN
We're willing to start out with twelve RCA color sets. Let RCA "install" two major flyback, start up, shut down related problems of any type in each, so as
to make each set as difficult to diagnose as possible, without mis -wiring the set. Let Diehl Engineering do likewise, so that each set will now have four
major problems.
By drawing straws,

Diehl Engineering will "select" nine sets and, RCA will inherit the other three to diagnose.

All four problems in a given set must be accurately diagnosed before the next set can be looked at. All sets may be "modified" to employ a "bolted in"
horiz output transistor prior to the contest, which will be held at Diehl's facilities in Amarillo, Texas. RCA may use any amount of "other" test equipment
that is presently available to any independent TV shop. Diehl Engineering agrees to use nothing more than a Mark IV Super Tech, an / HV probe and an

RCA senior volt ohmist (what else)!

If we fail to accurately diagnose all NINE of our sets
before RCA can diagnose their THREE
We will hand the RCA team $10,000 in cash.
Diehl Engineering reserves the right to publicize the results.

With Super Tech, all we have to do is remove the horiz output transistor, plug in Super Tech's interface plug, make one
ground connection then, push four buttons. Within sixty seconds (per set), including hook up time, we will accurately
diagnose all four problems down to circuit level. Sixty seconds x nine sets = nine minutes! Lord only knows what fifteen
RCA engineers can do!

Shouldn't you be using a Super Tech Computer?
At only $99500 can you afford NOT to be using one!
(Also notice our ad on service literature. See our ad on page 25.)

Nothing Can Compete With A Super Tech
No Matter How Good It Is - - - No Matter Who Is Using It!
Visa, Master Charge and C.O.D. orders welcome.

Phone (806) 359-1824 or (806) 359-0329
DIEHL ENGINEERING

6004 Estacado Lane
Or circle

ADVERTISEMENT

(

11 )

Amarillo, TX 79109

on Reader Service Card.
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TROUBLESHOOTING
'TELEPHONES
I have also noted that telephones
with this problem appear to break
down gradually, with the problem
first occurring when the telephone
line voltage is high. That is, they
may dial normally when the telephone line voltage is 48V or less,
but may not work when stressed
with a higher telephone line
voltage such as 52V. Thus, it may
be wise to increase the voltage to
approximately 52Vdc when testing
dialing. This significantly improves the ability to reject
telephones with marginal switching transistors and those with impending failure.
Touch Tone and equivalent
DTMF dialers produce a pair of
tones for each digit. Improper
level or improper frequency can
cause dialing failure. Each tone
should produce an amplitude of at
least 0.05Vrms. On B & K-Precision testers, an LED lights if the
DTMF level is sufficient. The
DTMF dialing module is typically
replaced rather than repaired.

Checking audio
Check the level and quality of
audio in both directions. The voice
at the earpiece should be loud
enough and clear enough so that it
can be easily understood. Outgoing voice should also be loud
enough and clear enough to be
easily understood at the other earpiece. Also, the sidetone volume
should be at a level where the person speaking into the telephone
does not feel the need to shout or
whisper.
If the level of outgoing audio
from the telephone is below
0.1Vrms, the outgoing audio cir-

cuitry

must be checked
(TR704,705). Use an audio
generator to inject a signal (between 300 and 3000Hz) into the
telephone at the microphone and
trace the signal through the
telephone. This should result in
tracking down the problem, most
likely a lack of amplification or a
presence of unwanted attenuation.

ITT telephones are

practically identical to
AT&T telephones in many
ways, allowing you to
substitute ITT parts for
AT&T parts.
Insufficient input audio volume
requires the troubleshooting of the
audio input circuits and amplifier
(TR706-708). Once again, use the
audio generator as a signal source
(inject the signal at the telephone
line) and trace the signal through
the telephone. As in the previous
case, the probable cause will be
lack of amplification or presence of
unwanted attenuation.
If both the incoming audio
volume and the sidetone are low,
the problem is most likely in the
audio amplifier (TR706-708).
Check that the gain of this
amplifier stage is up to specifications. Another possibility for the
cause of low incoming audio volume and sidetone is the failure of
Figure 3. If a pulse-dial telephone is not
dialing properly, or at all, check the dial
pulses on an oscilloscope. Here, the dial
pulses do not reach the reference level,
indicating a problem.

MIR
DIAL PULSES NOT REACHING
REFERENCE LEVEL

DC COUPLING
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the hybrid transformer (T701);
however, the failure of the
transformer usually results in low
audio output level as well.
If a total lack of incoming and
outgoing audio exists, yet dialing

and ringing functions are

operating properly, a break in the
circuitry is probably between the
switching transistors (TR701-703)
and the microphone amplifier
(TR704,705). Use the line
simulator to supply power to the
telephone and check voltages using a multimeter.
Some common problems with

telephone servicing
As with servicing any electronic
hardware, there are problems with
servicing telephones. Possibly the
most frustrating will be trying to
track down replacement parts for
AT&T telephones. They claim that
no replacement parts are available
(according to the AT&T Sales and
Service center, you must bring a
telephone into one of their Phone
Centers to have it repaired). ITT
telephones are practically identical
to AT&T telephones in many
ways, allowing you to substitute
many ITT parts for AT&T parts. If
you are in the telephone sales
business, as well as the telephone
servicing business, you may want
to point out the lack of replacement parts as a reason for buying
other brands of telephones.
Another problem is the large
number of throw away telephones
on the market. Imagine a customer's surprise (as well as unhappiness) when the repair bill is much
higher than the initial cost of the
telephone. This can be avoided by

forewarning the customer that the
repair bill is liable to be higher
than the original cost and that
replacement might be the best
alternative.
Another problem is the rapid
change that has come about in
telephones. Once only a few basic
telephone designs were being
used, now many different types of
telephones are on the market, with
more being introduced all the time.
This leads to rapid outdating of the
telephone models; causing it to
become hard to get the necessary
servicing information and parts.

WE'RE TURNING THE COMPETITION
GREEN WITH ENVY.
NTE is the red hot success story of the electronics
industry and the big boys are green with envy.
They don't like the fact that we've built our
reputation on giving you more of what you're
looking for in a replacement part. More quality.
More reliability. And, more parts to choose from.
That's why more and more technicians across
the country are picking the package with the
green NTE diamond on the front.
NTE parts are extensively tested on state-of-theart equipment during every phase of production
performance
to ensure top performance
that's backed by the industry's only

-

year warranty.

two

What's more., NTE uses a special computer
controlled inventory system, so when you
replace or design with NTE, you can be sure that
the part you need is on your distributor's shelf.
Our new 1985 Technical Guide and Cross
Reference manual, which has over 3,100 NTE
types cross-referenced to over 220,000 industry
part numbers, is now available.
Why settle fcr our competitor's parts when you
get more quality and service with NTE? Look for
NTE's replacement parts in the bright green
polybags and cartons at your distributor today.
Don't forget to ask about our new Flameproof
Resistors and Wire Ties, too!

NEW -TONE ELECTRONICS, INC.
44 FARRAND STREET, BLOOMFIELD, NEW JERSEY 07003
Circle (12) on Reply Card
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New circuity lets you

Listen toTVsound in stereo
Or hear your program in another language
By Billy D. Cox
Since the inception of television,
TV sound has been monaural. In
other words, it has been single
channel. Some TV sets may have
multiple speakers, but the same
sound is fed to both speakers. FM

radio converted to stereo about 20
years ago, and AM radio is now
converting to stereo in some areas
within the United States. Because
AM and FM radio have converted
to stereo (or are in the process of
doing so), the market is ready for
stereo television.

Multichannel TV sound
TV sound
(MCTVS) is sometimes referred to
as MTS for multichannel television
sound and MCS for multichannel
sound, and it may be identified
with other abbreviations. MCTVS
is a system for providing compatible TV sound (monaural), stereo
sound and a monaural second
audio program (SAP).
SAP is sometimes called separate audio program or alternate
audio channel. A professional
audio channel is available for
transmitting telemetry or voice
signals. Because the primary purpose for MCTVS is to provide
stereo TV signals along with the
other signals, more than one channel is needed, therefore multichannel is used to describe it.
Multichannel TV sound must
maintain monaural compatibility
with existing TV sets. The existing
monaural L + R signal when
matrixed with the stereo L-R
signal in the audio frequency spectrum provides separate left and
right decoded output signals.

Multichannel

A MCTVS encoder block diagram
for the TV station transmitter is
shown in Figure 1. The composite

output signal becomes the input to
the aural modulator of the station
20
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transmitter. The audio left and
right channels and the SAP channel are pre -emphasized by 75µsec.
Companding is performed by the
dbx (dbx is the trademark of dbx,
Inc.) compressor circuits for the
L -R signal and the SAP channel
signal.
Companding is an audio noise
reduction process, in which the
quiet portions of the program
material are boosted in level

before transmission and are
restored to their original relative
level at the receiver by the expander circuitry. One other noise
eliminating process is performed
by this system; the L + R channel is
modulated at twice the deviation
of the L + R channel making it
2(L -R) in the composite output
signal.
The left (L) and right (R) audio
input signals are applied to the
matrix. The R signal is added to
the L signal in the matrix plus (+)
circuitry and is output as the L+R
signal. The L + R signal is passed
through a low-pass filter (LPF)
where the audio excursions are
limited from 50Hz to 15kHz. The
signal is then passed to the pre emphasis circuitry where it receives 75µsec of pre-emphasis.
Next, the L + R signal is applied to
the adder to be added to the other
signals (L -R and stereo pilot) if
they are to be transmitted from
the TV station.
The difference signal for the left
and right inputs is amplified two
times (2x) in the matrix and output from the matrix as two times
L -R [2(L-R)]. This signal is sent to
the dbx compressor which provides the necessary pre -emphasis
and low-pass filtering.
The output of the dbx circuitry is
applied to the balance modulator
circuit. The purpose of the balance
modulator is to position the L -R
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channel at the proper location in
the frequency spectrum or baseband spectrum. The balance modulator is referenced at 31.468kHz
(2fH) by the 15.734kHz reference
oscillator and pilot generator.
The pilot signal (15.734kHz) or
fH is output from the generator
and applied to the adder circuit.
The output of the balance modulator is without a carrier due to
suppression of the carrier by approximately -60dB by the circuit.
The output is double-sideband suppressed carrier AM; this signal is
applied to the adder circuit. The
output of the adder is passed
through a 50Hz to 47kHz low-pass
filter and fed to the output adder.
The output of this adder is the
composite audio signal to the aural
modulator. Frequency range of the
output is 50Hz to 105kHz.
The reference oscillator and
pilot generator is referenced to the
horizontal pulses and outputs the
necessary signals for the MCTVS
system. Two other signals or carrier frequencies are output as the
78.67kHz carrier (5fH) and
102.27kHz carrier (6.5fH). The
5fH carrier is used for the second
audio program and the 6.5fH carrier is used for the professional
channel (sometimes called the
telemetry channel).
The second audio program is input into a 50Hz to 10kHz low-pass
filter and then sent to the dbx circuitry. This circuitry is the same as
was used in the L -R channel except for the bandpass of the LPF
portion. The output of the compressor is sent to the FM modulator. The FM modulator is centered at the 5fH pilot and its output is passed through a 78kHz
bandpass filter and applied to the
output adder.
Usually the professional channel
is used for the TV station's pur -
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MCTVS ENCODER BLOCK DIAGRAM
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LPF = low-pass filter

LEGEND:
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transmitter.
Baseband spectrum
Figure 2 shows the baseband
spectrum for MCTVS. The pilot
frequency is chosen to be the same
as the horizontal frequency
(15.734kHz) to eliminate noise
located at the horizontal frequency. The stereo L -R channel is
located at 2fH or two times the
horizonal frequency. This channel
is inserted into the baseband spectrum as double sideband-suppressed carrier AM. The SAP
channel is centered at 5fH and can
be active simultaneously with the
other channels. This is useful for
broadcasting a second language or
other audio information at the
same time as the stereo or mon-

aural broadcast.
This system's advantage is that
the same special de -emphasis expander can be used for SAP and
stereo, because both have the
22

CHANNEL
FM DETECTOR

3

poses. This channel can handle
audio or data. This signal is passed
through a 102kHz bandpass filter.
This filter's output is applied to the
output adder. The output adder
sends a composite audio signal to
the aural modulator of the station
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PHONO
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PROFESSIONAL
BPF
102.27kHz

FIGURE

L

EXPANDER

MCTVS DECODER BLOCK DIAGRAM

same 75µsec special pre -emphasis
in their channels. The professional
channel can handle data or voice in
special service applications.

Block diagram
The block diagram shown in
Figure 3 shows the basic MCTVS
decoder system. The 4.5MHz
sound IF is coupled to the decoding system for processing. This
system has a stereo decoder, SAP
and professional detector.
The stereo decoder receives the
output signal from the 4.5MHz detector. This signal is passed
through a 50Hz to 47kHz bandpass
filter to the stereo decoder IC.
This spectrum of signals will only
pass the L + R and L -R channels.
If the signal is being transmitted
from the TV station in stereo, the
15.734kHz pilot will be present
and detected by the pilot presence
detector, which will close the electronic switch within the IC, allowing the 31.468kHz signal to be

passed to the multiplexer/decoder.
The 31.468kHz carrier is the center of the L -R channel and is inserted to allow the detection of the
double-sideband suppressed carrier AM signal. The input signals
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are decoded and made available as
L +R and L -R signals.
The pilot presence detector also
provides a signal to turn on the
stereo light when the pilot signal is
detected. The incoming signal is
also applied to the phase detector/oscillator frequency to exactly
62.936kHz.
This signal is divided by two to
develop the 31.468kHz signal for
the L -R channel. The 31.468kHz
signal is divided again by two to
provide the 15.734kHz signal for
the pilot presence detector. The
pilot presence detector uses the
15.734kHz signal to compare the
incoming signal for the presence of

the stereo carrier.
The stereo decoder outputs the
L + R and L -R signals and sends
the L + R signal through a low pass
filter to the matrix. The L -R signal
is sent to the expander circuit for
processing and then to the matrix.
The matrix outputs the left and
right channels of low level audio.
These signals are applied to the
audio amplifier/function selection
circuits for processing.
The SAP signal is input via the
SAP bandpass filter into the SAP
channel FM detector where it is

ADVERTISEMENTS

Material

ECG" LED Lamps
Philips ECG has LED lamps in
shapes and sizes for virtually any
application. They're available in
round, rectangular, triangular and
square shapes. They come in red,
yellow, green, or even in two colors. And there's a choice of clear
and diffused reds. Some have jewelled lenses. And some are even
available as flashing LEDs with the
flasher circuit built in.
In addition, long-life, shock resistant, vibration -resistant, LED

ECG`'

replacements for incandescent
cartridge indicator lamps are also
available in red, yellow or green.
Common applications: All LED
indicator applications. LED cartridges are ideal replacements for
cartridge-type incandescent lamps

Common applications: Essential
for semiconductor protection on
the workbench or in the field.

Circle (13) on Reply Card

High -voltage
Rectifier and voltage
Divider Network
ECG°

A-STAT

Philips ECG has two sizes of
anti-static foam that will prevent
damage to semiconductors from
static electricity. The A-STAT 12
measures 12" x 12" and is perfect
for bench use. The A-STAT 2
measures 3" x 5" and can be carried in the tool box. When semiconductors are kept in A-STAT
foam, static electricity is shunted
through the foam instead of into
the semiconductor, where it could
have caused damage.

Circle (16) on Reply Card

The one thing we make
that you have to
replace every year.

Philips ECG's ECG568 is a high voltage rectifier used in Sanyo and
Sears TV sets to supply high volt-

age to the picture tube. It also
contains a voltage divider network
which supplies focus voltage to the
picture tube.
Common applications: For use in
television service and repair.
le 14 on Re

I

Card

Transient Voltage
and RF Interference
Suppressors
EMF"

EMF transient voltage surge suppressors by Philips ECG clamp
voltage spikes on 120 VAC line to
levels safe for all electronic equipment. They can handle up to 40%
greater surge current than other
suppressors. Single outlet suppressors are available in both two and three -prong versions.
The multiple outlet EMF315
incorporates both a spike suppressor and a PI filter to suppress
RF interference on the AC line.
RF interference causes audio and
video degradation and causes
digital equipment to function
imperfectly.
Common applications: Electronic
equipment such as hi-fi and television, stereo, computers or other
line -operated electronic equipment
subject to voltage surges and radio
frequency interference from the
AC line.
Circle (15) on Reply Card

The new and expanded

ECG`

Semiconductors Master Guide.

Your new Master Guide will be looking
as dog-eared as the old one before long.

Because this year the Master Guide has
been expanded to include more than
400 new products and almost 25,000
new cross references. The Master
Replacement Guide for 1985. 656 pages.
Over 3,500 different ECG devices that
provide replacement coverage for more
than 227,000 industry types. And everything in the book is cross-referenced
so you can find what you're looking for
fast, and be sure it fits. Plus, everything
we make meets or exceeds the original
JEDEC or application specs. So it

works. It's the only book you'll need.
But you'll need a new one every year.
To get a copy of the new Master
Guide, go to your nearest Philips ECG
distributor. For his name and location,
just call: 1-800-225-8326 (in Mass.,
617-890-6107).

If it's

ECG,

it fits. And it works.

PhilipsECG
A North American Philips Company

gedicaledta excellence.

Circle (17) on Reply Card
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EXTERNAL STEREO DECODER
TO
STEREO

4.5MHz

)

DIN

INPUTy

AMP

AC
OUT

UHF

VHF
TV REAR

75Q

4.5MHz
S/SAP
OUT

O

DIN PLUG

(WHERE APPLICABLE)

EXTERNAL STEREO DECODER CONNECTION
FIGURE 4

decoded and sent to its expander
circuit for processing. The SAP
signal is then applied to the audio
amplifier/function selection circuitry for processing.
The professional signal is input
to the professional channel FM detector via the professional bandpass filter. This signal is also applied to the audio amplifier/function selection circuitry.
Expectations
Almost all of the U.S. TV set
manufacturers and some foreign
manufacturers are producing sets
capable of receiving stereo and/or
SAP programming. Some sets are
adaptable by connecting an external decoder to a 4.5MHz output
jack on the rear of the set. Most
sets manufactured for MCTVS will
have the decoding device built-in.
The majority of these sets will also
have built-in stereo amplifiers and
speakers. Most of the first decoders will feature stereo and
SAP capabilities, but not the pro24
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fessional channel. Most likely the
SAP channel will be used for foreign language reception in the
beginning.

General

Electric,

NAP

(Magnavox, Philco and Sylvania
audio/video) and Zenith have introduced external decoders and
converters for their late '84 and '85
TV lines. These manufacturers
also have models with built-in
decoders.
RCA has built all of their
CTC131/132 chassis televisions, as
of this writing, with the MCTVS
decoders inside the cabinet. Other
dealers and suppliers are getting
on the bandwagon with this new
product. The biggest problem will
appear when many customers own
these sets and there are not
enough TV stations with stereo
transmitting capabilities.
Connecting an external decoder
Cables are furnished with most
of the external decoders. These
will include the 4.5MHz cable and
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audio output cables. Some decoders will come with a DIN type
cable that is also connected between the TV and decoder. Figure
4 shows a typical illustration of a
connected decoder.
If the DIN cable is connected,
most of the time an external stereo
amplifier is not needed because the
decoded signals are amplified by
the TV's internal stereo amplifier.
If the set has only a 4.5MHz output, then an external stereo amplifier must be used.

Servicing the decoder
Currently, most decoders will be
serviced as an exchange item;
either in warranty or after warranty with a small exchange fee. It
is expected that most decoders will
require repair by the manufacturer
because the test equipment required for this type of servicing
will be expensive. Test equipment
will be available at a reasonable
cost as soon as it can be developed.

ADVERTISEMENT

ATTENTION
TV TECHNICIANS
Diehl Engineering, the same people who conceived, designed and now
manufacture Super Tech diagnostic computers for analyzing start up,
shut down, flyback and flyback related circuits, now has something
else that will make your job faster, easier and much more profitable.

A NEW
PUBLICATION
You might say that our monthly Technician Shopowner newsletter is
an all out training program for those who are already working in the TV
service industry, as well as for those who soon plan to be doing so.
1

Each month we take at least one concept, circuit or function and totally
disect it. We then explain every conceivable aspect in plain and simple
English. When we are finished, you not only understand the operation,
you also understand how the operation, "inter-reacts" with all of the
other circuits that it is related to.

Once every aspect of operation has been explained, we show you how
to break the subject down into sections. Then, show you how to
troubleshoot each section on an individual basis.
Because of the manner in which our pulication is written, the subject
knowledge that is gained in each monthly issue is so broad, that it
"spills over" into your every day troubleshooting routine.

Our Technician/Shop owner monthly newsletter is 100% devoted to
the TV technician. It contains nothing but pertinant information on TV
repair. We do not sell advertising space. Those who subscribe, do so
because of its technical content, which we pledge to be far superior to
anything else that you can obtain.
Each monthly issue (manual) contains up to 68 pages filled with
schematics, diagrams and illustrations that relate to the very circuits
that you are seeing today. We do not teach this year's chassis, we
realize that you are seeing sets that are five, ten or even fifteen years
old.

Our newsletter is not a collection of part numbers that cause specific
problems in specific chassis when they fail. Instead, we explain what
each indivival component in a given circuit does, what purpose it
serves, and what effect it will have if and when it fails.

Our subscribers can look at any resistor, any capacitor, any diode, any
transformer, etc., in any circuit, and know exactly what purpose it
serves. They will know what turns the circuit on, what turns it off, why
and when such action occurs, and what happens if a specific action
does not occur.

designed a computer that will isolate the defective stage in any hivoltage circuit that employs a horiz output transistor (including Sony).
With our Super Tech computer, you push the same four buttons no
matter which set you are working on. Any brand, any age any chassis,
Super Tech will give you an accurate answer.(see our ad on pg. 25)
We are not implying that those who teach "conventional" techniques
are technically incompetant. Far from it, some of them are brilliant! We
simply have a new and much easier way of looking at things. Ours is
easier to understand and far more versatile. Because of the manner in
which we present it, the retention level is also higher (according to
those who are now using our literature).

Any staff that can design a computer that can analyze any hi -voltage
circuit (except for those which use a trace and retrace SCR i.e. RCA
CTC 40-81) must surely have a thorough knowledge of all circuits.
Soon we will release similiar computers for vertical and audio circuits,
another for tuner, IF, AGC, video, blanking, ABL, Chroma, matrix and
CRT, and still another for troubleshooting VCR!
The point is, we at Diehl engineering understand circuitry. We also
know how to explain circuitry in such a way that it is easily understood.
Each month's issue is printed in the form of a manual. Each manual is
pre-drilled so that it can be filed in a 3 ring binder for instant reference
(the 3 ring binder is not provided).

The First Issue covers resistors, capacitors, diodes, inductors, transistors, IC chips and time constant circuitry. It explains how each component works, why it works, why it fails, and how each component
relates to the overall circuit, all in plain and simple, down to earth,
everyday English, without the use of mathmatical formulas. After
reading this issue, you can look at any component in any circuit and
truly understand what it does, why it does it and what will happen if it
doesn't do it; right down to each individual resistor, capacitor, and
diode.

Our subscribers will no longer have to be content to know that R421
causes a particular chassis to shut down if it becomes open, they will
know why it does.

The Second Issue covers SCR driven hi -voltage circuits such as those
used In RCA CTC 40-81, Philco, Coronado, Bradford, etc. After reading
this issue, this circuit will become no more complex than simple
amplifier. Over 30 illustrated schematics are used to teach this circuit
in absolute detail. Such things as HV regulator functions, shut down
features, etc. are thoroughly explained.

Our subscribers will no longer run around in circles hoping to stumble
over a "bad" component, they will know exactly what they are looking
for, and - - - how to find it!

The Third Issue covers RCA LV regulator circuits (CTC 85 and up). It
explains how each individual component operates, what it does, when
it does it and, how to effectively troubleshoot the overall circuit.

When it comes to troubleshooting color TV sets, we have introduced
more, innovative techniques than any other firm in the world (including

Our no paid advertising policy makes our newsletter a little more expensive, but it also gives us "cover to cover" space for nothing but pertinant technical information on TV service. At $9.95 per issue, a twelve

manufacturers).
In case that amuses you, consider this:
Everyone else in the industry is telling you to probe here and there in
this chassis, there and somewhere else in another chassis, in hopes of
isolating the actual circuit that has failed. Conventionally, one specific
technique that works for one chassis may do nothing but smoke components in the next.
Yet, while others have been teaching "conventional" techniques
(usually a different one for each chassis), we at Diehl Engineering
ADVERTISEMENT

month subscription costs only $119.40. Very economical, considering
that its technical content is equal to a "full blown" study course on TV
repair. If you wish, you may try the first three issues for only $21.00
(just seven dollars per issue, a savings of $8.85 off the regular price).
For immediate service on C.O.D., Visa, or Master Charge orders:

Phone (806) 359-1824 or (806) 359.0329.
If you are looking for help - - - we have it!
Diehl Engineering, 6004 Estacado Lane, Amarillo, Texas 79109.
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OLD RELIABLE
JUST GOT MORE
RELIABLE.
million in 1984 and $440 million in
1985, passing the $1 billion mark
by 1988 (constant dollars used).
Integrated circuits (ICs) will be
the major market for semiconduc-

läMäänäälinäälal
Silicon market to be chipped
away by semiconductor material
The end may be in sight for
silicon, the semiconductor material that made the computer boom
possible and gave its name to
California's Silicon Valley. Use of
gallium arsenide (GaAs) in semiconductors, a faster, harder substance, will multiply nearly tenfold
by 1992, to nearly $3.2 billion.
"The Gallium Arsenide Semiconductor Market," a new study by
Frost & Sullivan, acknowledges
that GaAs semiconductors will
comprise only 5 percent to 7 percent of the total U.S. market by
1992, but notes that in many fields
GaAs is in an excellent position to

challenge silicon, and the

technology is headed in that direction. GaAs implementation will
curve sharply up from the $254
million registered in 1983 to $339
26
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tors, and according to this study
accelerated progress is being made
in developing GaAs ICs in the
1980s, owing to several material
factors:
In lower field intensities, the
greater electron mobility of GaAs
could translate into (processing)
speeds ranging from three to 10
times as fast as silicon at similar
power.
GaAs can be operated at much
higher temperature levels than
silicon, an important reliability
characteristic.
GaAs has superior radiation
resistance, important for hazardous and harsh radiating environments. This is of particular note
for satellite applications, as the
military will be the largest GaAs
user.
The study cautions that the market will be limited, however, as
considerable work must be done
before GaAs can challenge silicon
in the high -density areas of very
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large scale integration and very
high speed ICs.
Within the segment, microwave
uses are predicted to consume the
most devices because of the
growth of electronic warfare and
radar systems. Optoelectronic
uses will probably constitute the
second largest category of military/aerospace, though digital applications will grow more rapidly
as they begin from a near-negligible base of $2 million in 1984 and
reach $470 million by 1992.
Mass applications for GaAs such
as satellite broadcasting systems,
cellular radio, digital audio and TV
are on the horizon, the study says.
Communications will represent 23
percent of the 1992 market. Opto electronic devices will dominate
the segment becaue of fiber-optics, accounting for three-quarters
of use with the balance devoted to
microwave applications. Digital
devices will be held back, pending
technological developments.
Non-military data processing
will represent nearly one -tenth of
the GaAs market by 1992, as it
grows from a nearly nonexistent
1984 presence to $285 million. The

RCA's new SK Guide. More pages.

More solid state replacements.
When it comes to replacement semiconductor sources,
RCA is one of a kind. RCA is actually in the business of

manufacturing semiconductors and we publish a new
cross-reference every year. This new RCA SK Guide to Reliable
Replacement Semiconductors has everything
you need to make fast, accurate replacements. More than
2,500 SK and KH types replace over 206,000 industry types.
RCA is the line of integrity with unsurpassed engineering
excellence.
So when you need to make a solid state
replacement, reach for reliability. Reach for the RCA
SK Guide, SKG202D, available at your RCA SK Distributor,
or mail $2.95 in check or money order to RCA Distributor
and Special Products Division, Box 597, Woodbury,
N.J. 08096.

Replacement
Solid State

flJSK

material will be used most in
fabrication of fast-access memories and in gate array logic.
Consumer and other industrial
applications are the remaining
segments discussed in the 242 page study; together they will
represent little more than one tenth the 1992 total, composed
almost entirely of optoelectronic
and microwave uses.
High technology soldering
tapes available
New instructional video cassettes are available from the Consumer Electronics Group of the
Electronic Industries Association
(EIA/CEG), Washington, DC. The
tapes, available in both Beta and
VHS formats, teach the proper
soldering methods and equipment
used when replacing and handling
highly sensitive integrated circuits
and chip components.
According to Don Hatton, director of the CEG's product services
department, these full-color tapes,
which are designed in a step-bystep format, are an important addition to any electronics vocational
teaching curriculum, or for any

technician already on the job.
The High Technology Soldering
tapes can be obtained by sending a
check or money order (payable to
Electronic Industries Association)
to EIA/Consumer Electronics
Group, Dept. PS, P.O. Box 19100,
Washington, DC 20036. A fulllength, 45 -minute version targeted
for instructors costs $20. An abbreviated, 15-minute version for
electronics technicians is priced at
$15. All prices include postage.

ple don't understand humidity because they can't see, touch or smell
it. But its presence can make a big
difference in prolonging the life of
home computer equipment.
Humidity is the amount of moisture in the air. Relative humidity is
the percentage of water vapor the

air is holding compared to the
amount of water it's capable of
holding. Heated air has great ability to hold extra moisture. If this
extra moisture isn't present, the
indoor relative humidity is very
low, because it decreases as the air
Humidity cuts down wear temperature increases.
and -tear on home computers
Many homes have an indoor
During the winter, dry indoor air humidity drier than the Sahara
can wreak havoc on home com- Desert when it should be about 35
puter systems. It causes a buildup percent.
of static electricity that can ruin
The relative humidity figure
tapes and floppy disks, damage mentioned on radio and television
equipment and cause electronic is usually the outdoor relative
failures.
humidity. Relative humidity of 50
But home computers and EDP percent means the air is half
systems don't have to suffer from saturated.
excessive dryness during the cold
Even with today's well -inmonths of the year. There's an sulated, tight homes, added indoor
easy way to change dry air into humidity is still needed. The water
moist air that's safe for electronic vapor from a morning shower,
systems in the home.
The key is humidity. Many peoContinued on page 57
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Using a

programmable scanner
as a signal generator
By David

McLanahan

To use a programmable scanner as a
signal source, program it to the desired

,s

O§è

receiver frequency plus 10.7MHz.

05
OOP

0

. QP\P
FREQUENCY-e- (MHz)

When it comes to checking or
working on police/fire scanning
receivers, as we all know, old-style
analog signal generators just don't
hack it. Receiver pass bands are
narrow, analog generators are
hard to set precisely, and they
drift.
The proper instrument, a syn-

thesized digital frequency
generator, is much nicer and
easier to use, but is expensive,
especially for a small shop that
doesn't specialize in scanner
repairs.
Another solution, perfectly adequate for occasional jobs, is to use
the incidental radiation from the
local oscillator of a (separate) programmable scanner. For example,
on high band, the Regency ACT-T -

16K 16 -channel Touch uses low injection with an intermediate fre-

quency of 10.7MHz.
Thus, to use the Touch as a
signal source, program it to the
desired receiver frequency plus
10.7MHz. (i.e., to check a scanner
on 154.43MHz, program the Touch

to

154.43

10.7MHz or

+

165.13MHz, see illustration.) The
local oscillator signal will then be
28
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143.73

154.43

available, air radiated throughout
the shop, without connection to
the Touch.
There's another trick: Like many

programmable scanners, the
Touch features a priority channel.

When set to a non-priority channel, the receiver switches to its
priority channel about once a second to check for carrier.
If the desired signal is put on a
non -priority channel with the
priority channel tuned to a vacant
frequency, the radiated signal
pulses, giving it a distinctive sound
that is easy to find and to tune.
Signal attenuation is most easily
had by moving the scanner under
repair away from the Touch.
The accuracy of this scheme
depends on the accuracy of the
master oscillator in the programmable scanner being used as the
signal source. My experience has
shown most programmables to
work fairly well on frequency, but
this is easy to check if you have a
reliable base station within receiving range.
Program in the frequency of this
base, then program in the two frequencies 5kHz on either side (high
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165.13

and low). During a transmission,
switch between the -5kHz and the
+ 5kHz. If the audio quality seems
equally degraded both sides of
center, you can be confident the
receiver is on frequency to within
about 1kHz. If you don't find
degradation at ± 5kHz, try again
in ± 10kHz.
One last wrinkle: Periodically
you may be faced with a scanner of
unknown receiving frequency. Set
the programmable scanner to
search across the likely frequency
range and monitor the set being
tested. When the signal is heard,
stop the search and read the frequency from the programmable.
Because of the speed of the search
and response time, this will not
give an accurate figure, but you
can now plug in and try discrete
frequencies until you find the correct one.
To play these tricks with another
programmable, you will have to
determine your intermediate fre-

quency and whether local

oscillator injection is high or low
(compared to the received signal).
Check your service literature or
experiment.

REPLACEMENT FOR

ECG®/GE®/SK®

Photofact

HORIZONTAL OUTPUT
TRANSISTORS

POPULAR

TRIPLERS
MIN.

3

PC./TYPE

MIN.

5O0/SK3304
GE52B

52

These Photofact folders for TV receivers and other
equipment have been released by Howard W. Sams &
Co. since the last report in ES&T.
DUMONT
D L1390W
D L1391 W R

s26A/6Á/cE52ceszl

528/51(3906

2 25

9.95

283
2SC1308K
2SD1341P

2 75

11.75

556/939o5
557/sK39o4

5E5020

2301-1
2306-1

165
238

10.75
14.95
14.95

529/SK3307

PC.

EC -131A
ECR-161
EC R-221
EC -191

2301-2
2302-1
2303-1
2305-1
2307-1

MIN. 10

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Chassis 25PM-A
Chassis 17AC-F

2303-2
2305-2

HITACHI
CT1940/41

2300-1

JC PENNEY
16-240
685-2030B,-10
685 -2076K, -20/080K, -20/098K,-20

2303-3
2307-2
2311-1

PHILCO
R2981SSLO1

2309-1

QUASAR
Chassis ANDC105

2308-1

P

MIN. 100 PC. PER TYPE

152
125

1000V/2.5A
1000V/3 OA

177
506

FAST SW./DET

156

2302-2

7C ea.
18C ea.
9C ea.

PAST RECOVERY

AX R095 L,Y, CX R095 L
FKR620TR,G KR792T/94H/98P

2299-1
2300-2
2306-2
2308-3
2310-3

SEARS
401.50440450
401.50240450
195.21353450,564.40840450/51
564.40390450

2301-3
2307-3
2309-2
2311-2

SHARP
19J63/65
FF19663
13J31/33

2304-1
2308-2
2310-1

SONY

Chassis SCC-470N-A, 0-A
Chassis SCC-548D-A
Chassis SCC-470P-A,Q-A

2302-3
2304-2
2310-2

PC.

... 30C

153...30C
196...

49C

... 59C
291 ... 49C
292 ... 49C
197

,","N,-1,7>r

SPECIAL OF THE MONTH
152 ... 25C
MIN. 10

PC.

SPECTACULAR SAVINGS!!
REPLACEMENT FOR

85
102A
108
121
123A
128
129
130
154
157

ECG® TYPES

159
160

21

35
18
1 20
18
.13
38
38
59
75
.49

161
162
163A
171

184
185
186
187
188

MIN. 10

PC. PER TYPE

189
190

16

88
65

50
59
65
65
18

191

198
199
234
287
288
375
376
398

2 25
2 35

49
38
38
48
48
50

1.9

29
29

49

55
59

JAPANESE TYPES
MIN.

5 PC. PER TYPE

258633
25C5154

.49
1.15
2SC829
.19
2SC867A
2.95
25C1114 3.95
2513613
.49
2501398 2.45
4.95
AN239A
2.36
LA1357
LA1365
.79
2.19
LA1368
1.79
LA4126
2.45
LA4250
1.45
LA4420
LA4430
.99
2.46
LA4440
2.12
LA4460
1.99
LA4461
1.99
LA7506
1.77
LA7806
M5151581. 3.48

SYLVANIA
BW E 150S LO1

29C ea.

L

RCA

Chassis CTC126A,B
Chassis CTC117C
Chassis CTC125B

)

.... 2.45
.... 2.25

AUDIO POWER
TRANSISTORS

LAR

1234P....

RADIO SHACK
16-240

P

25

TVSOUND/IF/FM/Det.

EMERSON
M 19 R

2

712/LA1365 75C ea.

35C ea.

RF/IF OSSCILATOR. MIN. 10

5 PC. PER TYPE

9.95
9.95

MIN.

MIN

3 PC. PER TYPE

6.62
7.95
4.42
STK435 4.86
STK436 5.63
STK437 6.68
STK439 6.56
STK457 5.42
STK459 6.94
STK461
8.16
STK465 10.44
STK0025 3.38
STK0039 4.34
STK0050 5.24
STK0080 8.75
STK2250 9.78
STK3041 3.78
STK3042 4.52
STK3082 5.62
STK4773 7.54
STK8270 9.92
5TX828010.78
STKO80
STK082
STK433

5 PC.

H413394

HA1370
HA1377A
HA1388
HA1389
MB3712
MB3713
MB3730
MB3731
MB3756
TA7203P
TA7204P
TA7205P
TA7222P
UPC1156
UPC1181H
UPC1182H
UPC1185H
M1E1100
MJE3055
2N3055

PER TYPE

for
for
Call for
Can for
can for
Call for
Call for
call for
Call for
Call for
Call
Call

Pnce
Price
Price
Price
Price
Pnce
Price
Price
Price
Price

2 25

195

1.75
2.50

195
195
195

3 50
2 25
2 75

60

FOR A COMPLETE LIST CALL OR WRITE

2304-3

C.O.D.

Orders Welcome (Min. Order $25.00)

DIGITRON ELECTRONICS

TOSHIBA
Chassis TAC8325/365

2299-2

WARDS
GG V 17693A

2305-3

110 HILLSIDE AVE., SPRINGFIELD, NJ 07081
In NJ 201-379-9016
Telex 138441

Toll Free 800-526-4928

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. OFFER GOOD WHILE SUPPLY LASTS.
ECG Is a Trade Mark of Philips ECG
Dlgitron Electronics is not associated In any way with Philips

ECG
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what do you Know
about components?

TRANSDUCERS
By Sam Wilson

flows through a resistor, a signal
voltage exists across that resistor.
In the condenser microphone,

V (dc)

For a convenient definition, a
transducer is a component that
converts energy from one form to
another.
Actually, this is just a model we
use to explain transducer action.
Purists are quick to point out
that - short of an atomic bomb there is no gizmo that can actually
convert energy from one form to
another.
To be technically correct, a
transducer is a component that
permits the energy of one system to
control the energy of another
system. I'm not entirely satisfied
with this definition either, but now
is not the time to blaze new trails.
For the purpose of this article, I
will use the simple model stated in
the first line.
Microphones and loudspeakers
are likely the first transducers that
you studied in school. You were
probably told the microphone converts sound energy into electrical
energy and the speaker converts

SOUND

CARBON
BUTTON

CARBON MICROPHONE

MOVABLE PLATE
SOUND

V (dc)

"CONDENSER" MICROPHONE

called sensors.
All transducers are divided into

two major categories: active and
passive. Active transducers convert the energy being sensed into a
voltage. Passive transducers do
not generate a voltage.

Passive transducers
In most cases, a passive
38
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changes in capacitance by varying
the distance between the plates.
With a do voltage applied, the
varying capacitance produces a
charging and discharging current.
That current, flowing through a
resistor, produces a signal voltage.
In the accelerometer, an ac current is delivered to the coil. During
acceleration, the inertia of the slug
causes it to move into the coil and
change the inductance. The greater the acceleration, the greater the
inductance and the greater the inductive reactance. So, the current
is decreased by an amount that
depends upon the amount of acceleration. (The slug moves
against a return spring that is not
shown in the illustration.)

Active transducers
Because there are only six
methods of generating a useful
voltage, the number of possible
variations in the construction of
active transducers is limited.

electrical energy into sound
energy. In other words, you
studied transducers on the basis of

the model. As with other models
used for teaching electronics,
nothing is wrong with that as long
as you realize it is a model.
Microphones and speakers are
good examples because they show
that one important application of
transducers is to interface an electronic system with a human.
Transducers are also used extensively in making measurements. In
that application, they are often

the sound energy produces

Generation of electrostatic

Figure 1. In most cases, a passive
transducer converts the energy being
sensed into a value of inductance,
capacitance or resistance.

transducer converts the energy being sensed into a value of inductance, capacitance or resistance.
Three examples are shown in
Figure 1.
In the carbon microphone, the
sound energy produces changes in
the resistance of the carbon button. With a do voltage applied, the
resistance changes produce current changes. When the current
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voltages by rubbing two insulating
materials together is not a method
used to make active transducers.
Any time two dissimilar metals
are immersed in an acid or alkali
solution a voltage is generated.
You can perform an interesting
experiment to demonstrate this
fact. Take a piece of coathanger
wire and a glass of your favorite
soft drink. You may have to use
the lowest current scale of your
VOM, but you will measure a
voltage or a current that is the
result of a voltage-generated by
this simple battery.
Active transducers are not
usually made with the chemical
method of generating a voltage. A
few years ago, you could buy an
E -cell that measured elapsed time

using this method, but I haven't
seen these types advertised lately.
Any time you heat the junction
of two dissimilar metals, a voltage
is produced across the ends. This is
called the Seebeck effect, and it is
illustrated in Figure 2. The
transducer made this way is a thermocouple. If you remove the candle and reverse the direction of
current, the junction will get colder. That is named the Peltier effect. (You have to have the right
combination of metals to get any
appreciable amount of cold, but
refrigerators have been made using this strange principle.)
The thermocouple ammeter in

THERMOCOUPLE

Figure 2. A transducer that exhibits a
voltage output when a junction of two
dissimilar metals is heated is called a
thermocouple.

Figure 3. A thermocouple ammeter
measures true RMS.
Figure 4. The symbol in a is that for
photocell. At right, b, is the symbol for
light-sensitive resistor.

a
a

4A

20-005

20-410
F59 U

GOLD"F to

100 for

10 for

F"

Figure 3 shows how the Seebeck
effect is used to measure current.
The current being measured (I)
heats the wire, and the thermocouple generates a voltage proportional to the heat. Because it is
based on the heating effect of the
current, this instrument measures
true RMS values.
Figure 4A shows the symbol for
a photocell that produces a voltage
when exposed to light. This active
transducer should not be confused
with the light-sensitive resistor
which changes resistance when exposed to light. The symbol for the
passive transducer is shown in
Figure 4B.
One application of photocells is
in cameras that automatically adjust the diaphragm according to
the amount of light present. You'll
never guess who first patented the
idea - Albert Einstein.
Certain materials produce a
voltage when a strain is present.
(Don't confuse the terms stress
and strain. Stress is the force applied, and strain is the deformity
produced.) Voltages produced this
way are called piezoelectric poten-

3ft

$20.00
12-373

20-415

SPST

DOUBLE FEMALE

SWITCH

10 for

10 for

"""

60-182
DUAL ADAPTOR
10 for

$6.00

Mallory M2.5, HEP 170,
1N1565A, 1N1568A,
1N490 serles.

PIN DC COR
10 for

3

COAXIAL SWITCH
2

Equivalent to 1R-250,

19-827

20-512
for

$5.00
19-845

20-067
NICKEL "F to
10 for
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3ft

$5.00
MINIMUM ORDER 51000

800-421-2841
213-538-8335

MIC
for

CB
5
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$15.00
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BUY ACCSYS DIRECT
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tials. It is interesting to note that
human bone is a piezoelectric
material.
Any time a relative motion exists between a conductor and a

magnetic field, a voltage is produced. This is a statement of Faraday's Law. Dynamic microphones
and dynamic cartridges operate by
this principle.

RELATION OF PERCENT OF RATED
CURRENT TO BLOWING TIME
800
700

SLOW BLOW FUSES

600
500
400

MEDIUM ACTING
FUSES

300

FAST -ACTING FUSES
200
100
o

.001

.01

10

1.0

.1

1000

100

10 000

BLOWING TIME IN SECONDS
Figure 5. Fuses are manufactured to interrupt current at different values of overcurrent and time, depending upon the intended application.

CHART SHOWING EFFECT OF AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
ON CURRENT -CARRYING CAPACITY
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80°C

100°C
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á

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

Curve A

- Slow Blow Fuses

ro

CHART:
Curve B - Medium and Fast -Acting Fuses

KEY

Figure 6. Fuses must be selected with the ambient temperatures in which the circuitry will operate in mind.
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A word about fuses

Several people have asked me to
put a few words into this series
about fuses - specifically, about
the meaning of the 3AG identification. I was fortunate to have an upto-date catalog from Littlefuse to
help provide this information.
The first packaged (plug-in) fuse
was developed by Thomas Edison
in the 1890 decade. Automotive
fuses first appeared in 1914. The
letters AG stand for automotive
and glass, because that's what they
were designed for.
Fuses are identified by their
rated current. Theoretically, a lA
fuse should be able to operate
without interruption in a circuit
with a current of lA flowing. But
manufacturers recommend reducing the rating to 75 percent of the
stated value. The reason is because
those ratings are made under ideal
conditions.
The standard voltage ratings of
fuses are: 32, 125, 250 and 600. Always use a fuse in a circuit where
the voltage across an open fuse is
equal to or less than the rated
voltage. For example, you can use
a 125V fuse in a 100V circuit, but
not in a 150V circuit.
Using the proper voltage rating
will assure that the fuse will safely

and properly interrupt an

60

I=

O

In a future issue, we will discuss
some practical circuits using these
active and passive transducers.
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overloaded circuit. The voltage
rating does not have anything to
do with arcover after the fuse has
opened.
In addition to their current and
voltage ratings, fuses are rated by
the way they interrupt the circuit.
The three ratings are: fast-acting,
medium and slow -blow. Figure 5
shows how long it takes the fuse to
interrupt a circuit for various
overloads. Make sure you get the
right fuse when you replace one in
a circuit. The wrong one can result
in damage to circuit components-and fire is a possibility!
Fuses are rated for a 25°C ambient (surrounding) temperature.
Figure 6 shows how they should be
derated for operation at higher

temperatures.
Be careful when you solder
pigtail fuses! Overheating can melt
an internal solder connection and
completely change the characteristics of a fuse.

Troubleshooting
Tips

Intermittent operation
General Electric AB/AC (Photofact

1904-1)
My experiences with C E AB and AC color

receivers parallel those of Homer Davidson ("Tips
for Servicing GE's AB/AC Chassis" in May 1984
Electronic Servicing and Technology). I believe
those models would have been outstanding examples of reliability if the griplets had not been
used. These griplets have c -,used more than 90 percent of the failures we have repaired.
However, our experiences differed in one respect.
All our color problems originated with the griplets
on copper wire W30A and W30B, which Davidson
did not mention. And a few failures of one color
came from heater -to -cathode shorts in the picture
tube.
The following is our list of common faults, with
the most numerous first:
W32A and W32B; W42A and W42B. Connect A
with B to correct failure tc start-up, dead or intermittent operation, problems in the horizontal
oscillator, or zero or low -voltage source voltages.
W41A and W41B; and rEsistor R650 (4.752. Con-

nect W41A to W41B and check or replace R650 to
correct missing or insufficient height.
W39A and W39B; W36A, W36B and W36C.
Connect A to B to C when the vertical jitters or
there are other vertical problems.
W30A and W30B; and picture -tube shorts. Connect A to B and check for CRT shorts when there
are color problems.
W12A and W12B; W15A, B and C; or W16A and
W16B. Connect A to B to C when the automatic frequency control shifts erratically.
W18A and W18B; W17A and W17B. Connect A
to B to eliminate sound problems.
I hope these suggestions will be of help to other
technicians.
George P. McKnight
St. Marys, PA

Have you missed reading our Troubleshooting Tips column in recent months?
We've missed bringing it to you. We need
more Troubleshooting Tips - if you have any
tips for our readers, please send them in! For
writing guidelines to submit T -Tips write to:

Conrad Persson, Editor
Electronic Servicing & Technology
P.O. Box 12901
Overland Park, KS 66212

JERROLD
Jerrold Cordless Cable
T.V. Converter
MODEL LCC-58

"THE SOLDER STATION"
WELLER XCELITE
CONTROLLED -OUTPUT
SOLDERING STATION

(Special)

MODEL WTCP-R

86995

PTA

7-TIPS

8349

;41( PRECISION
MODEL DM -2802

$4995

995

The DM2802 is the smallest digital multimeter on the

market. Its probe -style design makes it ideal for taking
measurements in hard -to -reach test area.

Features Include:
small size
complete autoranging

NY QUANTITY

ftLL1LL'

For Orders

770 Amsterdam Ave., New York. NY 10025

$750 and up

ELECTRONICS
In

Write for FREE 136 page Catalog

"touch hold"
audible continuity checking

SHIPPING CHARGES
ADD

$25-100
5100.$500

56.50
58.50
510.50
$15.00
$20.00

$5005750
Parcel Post

MASTER CARD

Send Purchase Order, Check,
Money Order or C.O.D.

or Call Toll Free
800-223-0826

in N.Y. State (212) 865-5580

VISA
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The new AWS DM -3010. It's not just another DMM.
It's a complete electrical/electronic testing system.
DM -3010 DIGITAL MULTIMETER

e0

SJA-870 JAW ADAPTOR

e5

199

HFE-840 TEST ADAPTER

%29

HVP-860 HIGH VOLT PROBE

esec3

w
TRANSISTOR MODE
TEST DpTEN

i

oq0t r;llw01
.
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E
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CC

®iA

CC

f7®`,.

Today's electrical and electronic
testing requirements call for
equipment that can handle a wide
range of applications. That's why now
more than ever you need the new AWS
DM -3010 Testing System.
To start off with, the DM-3010 Digital

Multimeter has an unbelievable $80
price tag. It offers 34 ranges with pushbutton control plus features usually
found in much more expensive models
such as: 10 Amp AC/DC range; ÚL1244
type test leads; overload protection on
all ranges; Hi and Low power ohms in
all resistance ranges and more.

Phone servicing uses more
than four tools
I disagree with one portion of
the article, "Operation and Servicing of Cordless Telephones," which
appeared in the November and
December issues of ES&T. I
would like an opportunity to present another point of view for
ES&T readers.
Before further complaint, I must
congratulate author Paul Yost for
this timely topic and the good job
of explaining functional operation
of cordless telephones. It is easy to
understand.
The portion with which I disagree concerns test èquipment
needed for cordless telephone servicing. Yost said, "The most surprising thing about cordless telephone servicing is the amount of
test equipment you don't need,"
42
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Complete the system by simply adding
So compare the DM -3010 Testing
the following accessories as you need System for yourself. You'll find that no
other company offers a comparable
them...
system at these low prices.
SJA-870 Snap -Around Jaw Adaptor.
For more information on the AWS
Reads 0-1200 Amps AC. Its large jaws
DM -3010 Testing System, see your local
fit easily around any conductor up to
distributor today or contact A.W. Sperry
2-15/16" in diameter.
Instruments Inc., P.O. Box 9300,
HFE-840 Test Adapter. If your work
N.Y. 11787. Call Toll-Free
requires transistor and diode testing, Smithtown,
800-645-5398 (N.Y., Hawaii, Alaska call
this pocket-size adapter is a must.
collect 516-231-7050).
HVP-860 High Voltage Probe. Provides
safe, easy and reliable readings of 0A.W. SPERRY
50KVDC on low power high impedance
circuits. Circle (18) on Reply Card
INC.

INSTRUMENTS

then lists only four required items.
This statement is further emphasized editorially by a bold inset. I
feel this is an oversimplification.
Although it is possible to perform
basic servicing of cordless telephones with these four pieces of
equipment, several functions are
not measured and some of the
testing methods are inconvenient
or inefficient.
The degree of emphasis given in
the magazine article leads the
reader to strongly believe that only four items of test equipment are
required, and that any additional
equipment is probably a waste of
money. I think this would be true
only to a hobbyist or where cordless telephones are seldom serviced. Efficiency and complete
testing would demand additional
equipment for troubleshooting, adjustment and repair of cordless
telephones as part of a service
business.
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George Gore
Manager, Engineering
Administration
B&K Precision Test

Instruments

Editor's response
Good point. It is frequently
possible to service electronic
equipment with a minimal complement of test gear, but it may be inefficient. I have called Gore and invited him to submit an article
describing the procedures for servicing cordless telephones, using a
more comprehensive set of diagnostic equipment. We hope to publish the article in the near future.

Nils Conrad Persson

Today's Research Brings
Tomorrow's Cures
St. Jude Children's Research Hospital is a
national resource not just for today, but for
tomorrow. Children come to St. Jude to
receive the best available care, whether
for leukemia, other childhood cancers, or
one of the rare childhood diseases being
studied here.
Please send your tax-deductible check or
request for information to St. Jude, 505 N.
Parkway, Box 3704, Memphis,TN 38103.
Thomas. Founder

.Danny

JUDE CHILDREN'S
Si
RESEARCH HOSPITAL

LW Sperry Instruments introduces

The 41/2 digit DMM wit
the 3'/Igit price.
Another A.W. perry Instruments first! Our new
combines the precision of 41/2 digit readings with all t
wanted features you've been looking for. We've even inc u
built-in frequency counter (up to 200KHz; With 9 functions and
33 ranges, the AWS DM -7010's expanded capability can't be be
And that's not all! Included among the special functions built
into the DM -7010's small, self-contained housing are: conductanC
diode test and an instant audible continuity check. The DM -7010
has a basic DC Volt accuracy of 0.05% and loads of built-in
safety features.
You'd expect to pay $300 or more for an instrument boasting this
kind of performance, yet the AWS DM -7010 can be yours for a low
$170! Now there's no need to pay more for the accuracy and quality you need in a DMM.
For more information, call your distributor or A.W. Sperry Instruments, Inc., P.O. Box 9300, Smithtown, N.Y. 11787. 800-645-5398
Toll -Free (N.Y., Hawaii, Alaska call collect 516-231-7050).
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A.W. SPERRY INSTRUMENTS INC.

The Measurable Advantage.
Cycle (21) on Reply Card

in this book. Projects range from
simple to complex. This book also

electronics, modifications of these
projects are also given.

features a basic guide to learning Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214
the Morse code, a glossary of radio
terms, phonetic alphabet for The CET Exam Book, by Dick
radio -telephone communications, Glass and Ron Crow, Tab Books,
and a source list of electronic parts $9.65 paperback.
For anyone planning to take the
and components suppliers.
The author, Sam Kelly, is an CET exam, this book is a compreengineer who holds hensive study guide. It prepares
Editor's note: Periodically Elec- electronics
radio -telephone you for the associate level exam.
both
first
tronic Servicing & Technology and advancedclass
The authors, Dick Glass and Ron
radio
licenses.
features books dealing with subjects
Crow, have both been involved
of interest to our readers. Please Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA, 17214
with the organization, developdirect inquiries and orders to the
publisher at the address given, 39 One -Evening Electronic Pro- ment and administration, of the
ETA Certification Program since
rather than to us.
jects, by Robert J. Traister, Tab its
beginning.
Books, $9.65 paperback.
Samples
of all questions used on
Basic Radio Electronics, by Sam
This project guide provides
the
exam,
plus answers to the
Kelly, Tab Books, $14.45 paper- detailed, step-by-step directions,
questions
and
explanations of the
back.
schematics and parts lists for 39
principles
involved
are provided in
If you are interested in radio inexpensive electronic projects,
this
book.
It
covers
electronics, this book covers a which all can be completed in one technical information the latest
used on the
great amount of information con- evening.
exam.
It
includes
also
sample
cerning the history of radio comBeginners can use this book to quizes on
each
topic
and
shows
munications and the basics of elec- make a field strength meter for
how to examine test scores to
tronic components and practice. measuring the output power of a
determine where extra study is
For example, technical informa- CB or ham transmitter. Building needed.
By analyzing your test
tion about shortwave listening as a instructions for two different
scores,
you
can determine the
hobby, radio antennas and radio crystal radio receivers, a 1 achievement
level you need to
direction finding is included.
transistor pre -amplifier and a meet.
You can build electronic projects miniature PA sysem are included.
with the construction information For those more experienced in Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214
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BBC-

Metrawatt/Goerz
DMM

Each test lab report is based on

examination and operation of
the device in the ,ES&T
laboratory. Personal observations about the performance of
new and useful features are
highlighted, along with tips
about using the equipment for
best results.
By Carl

Babcoke, CET

Digital multimeters are everyday tools used for servicing electronic equipment. Yet, many
DMMs are limited in their capacity
and measurement functions. A
new DMM, the MA-5D, recently
introduced by BBC-Metrawatt/
Goerz, offers many additional
features not usually available on
DMMs. After a thorough review in
the ES&T test lab, the MA -5D
proved to be an excellent performer and a valuable tool to assist
servicers of electronic equipment.

BBC-Metrawatt/Goerz DMM
The uncluttered front panel with
its white lettering on satin black
gives few hints about the excellent
performance and unusual features
of the BBC-Metrawatt/Goerz
model MA-5D DMM (Figure 1). Its
German origin is revealed by the
precision workmanship and some
different terms in the instruction
manual (for example, the word
mains refers to the incoming ac
power, and poled was used instead
of polarized). Briefly, the MA -5D
offers high accuracy, such as
± 0.05 percent -of-reading + 1digit do voltage basic accuracy,
44
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RMS mesaurements of all ac signals, 10Má1 input resistance for all
ac and dc voltage ranges, between
10pF and 3000µF, five decibel
ranges with 0.01dB resolution, and
internal NiCd rechargeable batteries for up to 14 hours of por-

table operation.

Readout and general information
High contrast, sharp 1/2 -inch
digits provide a maximum reading
of 29999 (before overrange) on the
48/4 -digit liquid -crystal display
(LCD). This readout gives an extra
digit for all readings between
19999 (which is usual for most
41/2 -digit meters) and the MA-5D's
29999 maximum. Therefore,
measurements between 2V and
2.999V, 20V and 29.999V or 200V
and 299.99V have greater resolution accuracy than others having
the usual 41/2 -digits.
Overrange is indicated by
displaying the leading 2 and the
appropriate decimal. All other
digits are blanked so they cannot
be seen (Figure 2). Negative dc
voltages and currents are shown
by a minus symbol to the left of the
first digit. Positive is indicated by
the absence of a symbol. When the
batteries need recharging, double
points are shown in two places on
the readout. Automatic zeroing,
automatic decimal placement and
automatic overrange indication
are provided.
Only two test jacks are used for
all functions and ranges, except
for the 20A current range. The
safety test probes have plastic
covers (at the meter ends) that
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cover the metal, preventing the
operator from suffering electrical
shocks. Also, each test probe has
a ridge to prevent the operator's
fingers from slipping down and
touching the metal probe tip. A
plastic channel, provided below the
on/off button, supports the test
leads and directs them to the left
when desired.
Dc -voltage measurements
These are full-scale values of the
five dc -voltage ranges: 300.00mV;
3.000V; 30.000V; 300.00V; and
1000.0V. Evidently, the 1000.0V
range is a 3000.0V range that for
the meter's protection should not
have more than 1000V applied to
it. The lowest reading is 0.01mV.
Accuracy of the 300mV range is
specified as ± 0.05 percent + 2
digits, and all other ranges are
rated at ± 0.05 percent + 1 digit.
Input resistance is 10Má1 for all
ranges.

Ac -voltage measurements
The ranges for ac voltages are
the same as those previously listed
for do voltage, but accuracy at
60Hz is ± 0.25 percent + 20 digits.
The lowest reading is 0.01mV. The
exact frequency response was not

stated, but according to the
literature, the ac -coupled trueRMS measurements cover 15Hz to
20kHz. One range's response was
tested and found to be acceptable.
An internal converter and proper calibrations provide true-RMS
readings for all ac ranges. This has
great value with non -sinusoidal

waveforms where average -

responding operation (as with
most DMMs) shows incorrect
readings.
Five direct -reading decibel
ranges are supplied from full scale
- 20dB to + 60dB. Resolution is an
excellent 0.01dB. Few DMMs have
decibel functions, so this one is
welcome.

Current measurements
Six current ranges in both dc
and ac cover measurements from
300.00mA full scale to 20.000A full
scale. Actually, the 20A range is a
30A range, but it should not have
30A for more than 10 seconds.
Limit the long-term current to
20A or less.
Accuracy of all dc current
ranges is ± 0.35 percent + 2 digits,
while the ac accuracy at 60Hz is
± 0.5 percent + 20 digits. These ac
current readings are true RMS
and the frequency response is ex-

cellent.

Resistance measurements
Five decaded resistance ranges
cover 3.000k11 to 20.000M12 (less
one least-significant digit). Accuracy of all but the 20MS-2 range is
specified as ± 0.2 percent + 2
digits, and the 20Mo range accuracy is rated at ± 0.5 percent + 3
digits.
Voltage across open test probes
is about 2.5V, with the + lead
positive. With a resistor value just
below overrange, the test probe
voltage is about 1.5V, which will
produce conduction in transistor
and diode junctions. The instruction manual recommends the 3K
range for forward -biased junctions
because about 0.5mA of constant
current flows. However, the
readout is in ohms. The test does
not reveal characteristic voltage
drops as some diode tests do.

Figure 1. Model MA -5D from BBCMetrawatt/Goerz is a high -accuracy 4-3/4
digit DMM with 1/2 -inch high LCD digits
in the readout giving a maximum count
of 29999. All functions are selected by
one knob, and the ranges are selected
by a second knob. Only two test -lead
jacks are used, except when 20A current
is measured.

Other features
Some lugs and leads of
capacitors and resistors can be inserted into a slot below each test -

Figure 2. As shown, overrange activates
the leading digit two and the decimal for
the range. The display does not flash.
Negative voltages and currents are identified by a minus sign at the left, but
positive values or ac produce no polarity
sign. Notice the German ground emblem
above the negative probe jack.
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Seven functions can be selected by a

knob near the front panel's center. Up to
six ranges of the selected function can
be selected by the knob at the panel's
right.

Capacitance measurements
Model MA -5D has five
capacitance measuring ranges
from 300.00nF (0.3µF) to 3000.0µF
full scale. The smallest reading is
0.01nF (or 10pF). Accuracy of all
ranges is specified as ± 0.75 percent + 5 digits.
Although the capacitance test is
not affected by the polarity of electrolytic capacitors, there is a do
voltage of about 1.5V, with posi -

tive at the positive probe jack.
Internal capacitor leakage or
paralleling resistances decrease
the capacitance readings. A chart
on page 7 of the instruction
manual gave minimum allowable
resistances. However, practical
tests indicated far more leakage
can be tolerated if extreme accuracy is not imperative. For example, a 1M9 resistor paralleled
with a 74µF capacitor reduced the
reading on the 300µF range by only 0.04 percent. Readings of
smaller capacitances are reduced
more by leakage than are the
larger values.

Figure 3. Components with small lead
wires can be plugged into spring -loaded
jacks that are just below the test -lead
jacks. A 50.63nF (or 0.5631.4F) capacitor is
shown in the photograph while plugged
into the spring clips and undergoing a
test for capacitance. Between the +
jack and the 20A jack is the plug-in fuse.

lead jack (Figure 3). This can be
convenient when testing small
components. An adjustable stand
can be positioned to tilt the DMM
up until the readout is visible to the
technician. When this stand (or
bail) is folded against the case, the
left side can be used as a carrying
handle. A special FF3.15 fuse protects all current ranges (except the
20A range) and all capacitance
ranges, in conjunction with protective diodes. The front -panel fuse
can be removed by rotating the
slotted cover counter -clockwise
until the fuse is loosened and can
be pulled out by thumb and finger.

Comments
No gee -whiz bells and whistles
are found on this model. It does
not talk, buzz or autorange; but
the functions it includes have ex-

treme accuracy and stability. And
the DMM is easy to operate. Model
MA -5D should operate reliably
for many years. The manufacturer says the range and function
switches are industrial-heavy-duty
types, and the precision resistors
are oversized for stability.
Also, the DMM has 37 ranges
with seven functions including
capacitance and decibel tests. And
the internal rechargeable batteries
allow extended operating time between changes. Many technicians
can use these features to good advantage. Model MA -5D from
BBC/Metrawatt/Goerz performed
all functions very successfully.
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Don't let power line
disturbances
dayour

electronic
equipment
By

Jerry Whitaker, Editor. Broadcast Engineering

Throughout the past 10 years,
the performance of discrete transient suppression devices available
has greatly improved. Transient
suppression technology has come a
long way from the days of spark
gaps and resistor -capacitor (RC)
snubbers. The wide variety of new
devices available at reasonable
prices make tight control over unwanted voltage excursions possible, and allow the complicated

electronic equipment being
manufactured today to work as intended. Much of the credit for
transient suppression work must
go to the computer industry, which
has been dealing with the problem
for more than two decades.

Types of devices
Transient suppression hardware
can be divided into three general
categories: (1) ac filters, (2)
crowbar devices and (3) voltageclamping components.
The simplest type of ac power line filter is a capacitor placed
across the voltage source. The
capacitor's impedance forms a
voltage divider with the impedance of the source, resulting in
the attentuation of high -frequency
transients. This simple approach
has definite limitations in spike
suppression capability, and may in Editor's note: In part 1 of this 2-part series, the
author examined the nature of power-line disturbances and their effects on electronic equipment. In
this Installment, he discusses some of the devices
used for transient suppression.
Also, the editors have compiled a sampling of
commercial products intended to keep power line disturbances from causing malfunction or damage in
sensitive electronic equipment.
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troduce unwanted resonances with
inductive components in the ac
power distribution system. Adding
a series resistance will reduce the

undesirable resonant effects.

However, it will also reduce the effectiveness of the capacitor in attenuating a transient disturbance.
Crowbar devices include gas
tubes (also known as spark -gaps or
gas -gaps) and semiconductor -based
active crowbar protection circuits.
Although these devices and circuits have the capability to shunt a
substantial amount of transient
energy, they are subject to powerfollow problems. Once a gas tube
or active crowbar protection circuit has fired, the normal line
voltage, as well as the transient
voltage, will be shunted to ground.
This power -follow current may
open protective fuses or circuit
breakers if a means of extinguishing the crowbar clamp is not provided.
Voltage -clamping devices are
not subject to the power -follow
problems common in crowbar
systems. Clamping devices include
selenium cells, zener diodes and
varistors of various types.
Zener diodes, using improved
silicon rectifier technology, provide an effective voltage clamp for
the protection of sensitive electronic circuitry from transient
disturbances. Power dissipation
for zener units is usually, however,
somewhat limited (compared to
other suppression methods).
Selenium cells and varistors although very different in construction - act on a circuit exposed
to a transient overvoltage in

similar ways. Figure 1 illustrates
the variable nonlinear impedance
exhibited by a voltage-clamping
device, and shows how these components are able to reduce transient overvoltages in a particular
circuit.
The voltage divider network
established by the source impedance (Zs) and the clamping device
impedance (Zs) acts to attenuate
voltage excursions seen at the
load. It should be understood that
the transient suppressor depends
upon the source impedance to aid
the clamping effect. A protection
device cannot be effective in a circuit exhibiting a very low source
impedance, because the voltage
divider ratio is proportionately
reduced.
A typical voltage vs. current

curve for a voltage clamping
device is shown in Figure 2. When
the device is exposed to a high
voltage transient, the impedance
of the component changes from a
high standby value to a low
conduction value, thereby clamping the voltage at a specified level.

TRANSIENT SUPPRESSION USING A VOLTAGE DIVIDER NETWORK

SYSTEM

INDUCTANCE
Zs

VARIABLE
IMPEDANCE
TRANSIENT
SUPPRESSOR

TRANSIENT
VOLTAGE
SOURCE

LEAD
INDUCTANCE

CLAMPING-TYPE
SUPPRESSOR
EQUIVALENT
CIRCUIT

LEAKAGE
RESISTANCE

J

STRAY
CAPACITANCE

Figure 1. This transient
suppressor, installed in
voltage -divider fashion,
LEAD/JUNCTION
RESISTANCE

tion is a complicated procedure
that must take into account the following items:
The steady-state working

including

zs

O

Selecting a protection device
Selection of a transient suppression device for a particular applica-

voltage,

VOLTAGE
ACROSS
LOAD

employs

VARIABLE
IMPEDANCE
CLAMPING
ELEMENT

a

variable

non-linear impedance to
reduce transient over voltages.

CURRENT

CONDUCTION
CURRENT

normal

tolerances.
The transient energy to which
the protection device is likely to be
exposed.
The voltage clamping characteristics required in the application.
Circuit protection devices (such
as fuses or circuit breakers) present in the system.
The consequences of protection
device failure in a short-circuit
mode.
The sensitivity of the load equipment to transient disturbances.
Most manufacturers of transient

suppression equipment offer
detailed application handbooks
that should be consulted whenever

use of a particular protection
device is planned. The specifications and ratings of suppression
components are not necessarily in -

CONDUCTION
KNEE

VOLTAGE

-

VOLTAGE +

1
STANDBY CURRENT

Figure 2. A voltage clamping device exhibits a voltage vs. current curve of this
general shape. When a high -voltage transient occurs, the impedance drops,
clamping the voltage at a specified level.

terchangeable from one manufacturer to another, so pay careful attention to the selection process.
The addition of transient suppression devices to a piece of
equipment or ac power distribution system should be weighed

carefully. Allowances must be
made for operation of the circuit
under all anticipated conditions.
An incorrectly placed transient
suppressor can end up causing

many more problems than it
solves.
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Electronic equipment
protection devices
The effects of power -line disturbances are varied; they range from
causing incorrect results in computer operations, to the infliction
of severe damage on electronic
products. With the flood of such
sensitive equipment currently in
the marketplace, the problem is
widespread. The severity of the

Surge and spike protector
PTI Industries offers a surge
and spike protector for use with all

voltage -sensitive equipment,

including computers. The PTI unit
offers 0.lns response time to
surges and provides complete
noise filtering from 100kHz to
100MHz.
The protector is the first unit to

provide brownout notification
when the line voltage drops to
100V. A reset button also safeguards equipment from initial line
surges that inevitably follow a
blackout condition.

problem depends upon the condition of the power delivered by the
utility in a given community.
Manufacturers are meeting this
problem with a vast array of surge
suppressors, power conditioners,
and uninterruptable power supplies, featuring varying degrees of
power conditioning ability.

Shown here is a sampling of

these products, each with an
edited version of the manufacturer's statement of its capabilities. Many of these devices have
been featured in ES&T's Products
department during the past several months.

Power system

A new version of the 500W rated

uninterruptible power system
(UPS) is available from Gould
Power Conversion Division. The
on-line system provides continual

voltage regulation and noise
elimination to personal computers,
point -of-sale systems and other
sensitive loads, as well as battery
reserve during complete power
outages. Model GSU 3056 includes
an internal 10min battery or can
be used with external 48V batteries for periods up to several
days.
Circle (127) on Reply Card

Circle (128) on Reply Card

Power control center
The Power Commander computer control center from Perms

Power Electronics provides

Power fail interrupt
Electronic Specialists has

developed power fail interrupt
computer equipment protection.
Available as an option on their
complete line of power conditioning and protection apparatus, this
unit interrupts protected computer equipment ac power for even
a momentary power line disruption. Power is restored via a front
panel manual reset switch.
Circle (129) on Reply Card

fingertip control for a personal
computer and up to four
peripherals, while protecting sensitive circuitry from data loss and
physical damage caused by electrical power line surges, including
lightning and utility company
switching. Power commander also
reduces RF and EMI noise interference from power lines and
power supply cords.
Five outlets are provided to accommodate a computer, monitor
and printer, as well as two auxiliary peripherals, such as added
disk or tape drives, modems ar
printers.
Circle (132) on Reply Card
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Surge suppressor

Uninterruptible power system

PMC Industries manufactures
an ac line transient surge sup-

Kalglow Electronics offers a
standby, uninterruptible power
system to its Aegis line of power
conditioning equipment. The Line Saver, model LS -240, is engineered to give standby, back-up
power available in 120/240V,
60/50Hz with 240VA, 150W
capacity. The unit uses the Pulse
Width Modulation technology to
regulate the rms ac output voltage
for greater efficiency to various
load conditions.
The PWM ac output will also increase battery efficiency to increase back-up time. An internal
12V sealed, rechargeable battery,
four Spike -Spiker voltage surge
protected and EMI/RFI filtered ac
outlets, audible and visual power
failure warning system, test mode
indicator and switch and replaceable external fuses are included.

pressor designed to specifically
protect microcomputers and
microprocessor -based instrumentation. Model 033 provides protection by sensing and suppressing
high voltage transients that can
cause serious damage and data
scrambling.
The unit has suppression capabilities of 15,000A maximum
surge current with an energy absorption of 200J. It is designed for
use on any standard 120Vac line
and responds to transients and
surges in less than 25ns. The unit
offers two 3 -wire grounded outlets, a 15A fuse, on/off switch and
indicator light and 6 -foot, 3 -wire
grounded line cord.
Circle (123) on Reply Card

Circle (125) on Reply Card

Mini/microcomputer regulator
A portable mini/microcomputer
regulator, available from Sola
Electric, extends the output range
of Sola's plug-in power conditioner
line up to 3kVA. This UL -listed
model protects sensitive electronic
equipment, such as microcomputers, terminals or test instruments
from most ac power problems except total line failure.

The 3kVA unit features high
noise attenuation, exceeding 60dB
for transverse -mode and 120dB
for common-mode noise. By contrast, ultra isolation transformers
typically reject only common-mode
noise. The new model also maintains sine wave output containing
less than 3 percent THD.
Circle (124) on Reply Card

Voltage spike protector

A voltage spike protector with
built-in noise filtering capabili-

ties - designed to protect high-tech
computers, audio and video devices and sensitive solid-state
equipment - is available from General Electric. The GESP-753 can
save expensive electronic equipment from sharp spikes in electrical voltage, which often occur
during electrical storms.
The GESP-753 plugs into the upper outlet of any wall grounding
receptacle. A stabilizing pin fits into the grounding contact of the
unused outlet to hold the unit in
place. Once plugged in, a built-in
light indicates that protection circuits are working. The power cord
of electronic equipment to be protected is plugged into one of the
three grounded outlets.
Circle (122) on Reply Card
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Smart line voltage detectors
The Remotector detector
modules VMD400/VMD410, available from Superior Electric Company, are portable multiphase/
multichannel instruments that can
be installed to computers and
other sensitive electronic equipment. They detect, identify and
quantify incoming power line
voltage abberations. The information can be communicated directly
for display on any ASCII terminal
screen or personal computer
equipped with an RS232C port
configured in the standard 10 -bit
ASCII code.
Detectors monitor single and
3 -phase lines up to 680V. Independet voltage thresholds can
be set for sag, surge, low average,
high average and impulse levels.
Thresholds for frequency deviation
and common mode noise are also
included.

Voltage surge suppressor
RCA Distributor and Special
Products Division offers a 3 -outlet
voltage surge suppressor and interference filter to protect sen-

sitive solid-state equipment

against power line transients and
RF or electromagnetic interference. Model AH040 is useful
for guarding computers from data
loss, and to protect audio, television and other video equipment.
This unit plugs into the lower
outlet receptacle and accepts up to
three power cords. A built-in light
indicates when the unit is functioning properly.
Circle (121) on Reply Card

Circle (130) on Reply Card

Computer power conditioner
Shape Magnetronics offers a
Personal Computer Line Tamer

power conditioner. This unit
removes spikes, transients, common and transverse noise and also
provides line isolation and protects
against surges, undervoltages and
overvoltages by providing constant voltage, clean power to the
computer. These PC Line Tamers
feature four rear panel plug receptacles, a 6-foot power cord and a
front panel power switch.
Circle (120) on Reply Card
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Uninterruptible power system
The Mini-UPS offered by Sola
Electric is a portable, plug-in
uninterruptible power system designed to protect small electronic
equipment from all potential ac
power line problems, including
blackouts, brownouts, transients
and noise. This unit is available in
400VA (60Hz) and 600VA (50Hz);
and a UL -listed 750VA (60Hz) is

March 1985

also available.
The Mini-UPS contains a sealed
lead -acid type battery. In a
blackout situation, the Mini-UPS
provides up to 20 minutes of

regulated power from its battery
backup. It responds to ac line fluctuations, regulates output voltage
and isolates the load from transients and brown-out conditions.
Circle (134) on Reply Card

Uninterruptible power system
Nova Electric Company's Super
Nova 400 is a 400VA off-line
uninterruptible power system.
This unit provides isolation and
power conditioning, isolating the
users' equipment from transients
(spikes) and noise, commonly
found on the ac power line. In the
event of a power failure, a highspeed relay transfers the load to
the battery-inverter system, maintaining continuous power to the

Voltage regulators
Powermark Division of Topaz
has introduced a new portable ac
voltage regulator for protecting
sensitive electronic equipment
against problem -causing voltage
fluctuations. The regulator
features a duplex output receptacle and a 6 -foot line cord for easy
plug-in installation. Rated for
operation at 1kVA, it is suitable
for use with microcomputers,
word processors, electronic test
equipment, digital process controllers or any other device that
needs stable ac power in order to
operate properly.

customer's equipment. After

power is restored, the load is
automatically retransferred back
to the ac line and the batteries are
recharged by the on -board battery
charger.

Circle (128) on Reply Card

Circle (133) on Reply Card
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VIDEO

COMMFC11OM
By Martin Clifford

A video system consists of a TV
receiver as the central component,
with one or more add-on units.
Add-ons can consist of nothing
more than a transmission line connected to an outside antenna, or
may also include an RF preamplifier, one or more VCRs, a
videodisc player, additional TV
sets, an image enhancer, a switch er, a stereo synthesizer, a decoder,
a complete TVRO (television
receive only satellite system), a
special effects generator, a video
camera, a timer, one or more
microphones, an interference
filter, a personal computer, a video
game, an A/B locking switch, a
cable TV signal converter and a
voice tracker. Further, the TV
system may be a component type
instead of an integrated unit,
possibly comprising a separate
tuner, monitor, plus an individual
audio voltage and power amplifier
using external speakers. Even
these additions aren't all the
possibilities, because the number
and diversity of add-ons continue
to increase.

Video connection components
Various accessory units are
needed for video connections. In
general, they include 2 -wire transmission line, sometimes called
3002 line, coaxial cable, jacks,
plugs, baluns, RF pre -amplifiers,
signal splitters and multiple TV
set couplers. A crimping tool is
also helpful when connectors are
to be fitted to coaxial cable. Spade
lugs are useful for 3002 transmission line.
How much of this material, and
its variety, will be needed depends
on the installation's complexity: the

number of televisions and add-on
components to be connected.
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In some instances, there is one
(and only one) way to interface
components, but there are other
instances in which there's a
possibility of several arrangements, depending on the results to
be achieved.
Video systems are becoming increasingly complex. Also, the interconnections have become so extensive that the rear of the TV set
(or sets) and the required cabling
cause problems for the service
technician who must often spend
considerable time tracing wiring.
The interconnecting cables are
passive, not only introducing
signal loss, but contribute signal
cross modulation affecting picture
display. Cables can also become
loose, producing intermittents
that are difficult to locate. And
although disconnecting cables to
bring a TV set back to the shop
may be simple, putting cables back
to where they originally were can
be a time consuming nuisance.

Impedance
All components, whether active
or passive have impedance, including input and output im-

pedance. Impedance although
always expressed in ohms, cannot
be measured with a VOM or
VTVM. It is the vector sum of two
electrical characteristics, resistance and reactance, and quite
often resistance is just a small
fraction of the total.

A small section of 3002
transmission line (its impedance)
may have a measured do
resistance of less than 10. The
characteristic impedance of a
transmission line is not a function
of its length, but its resistance is,
and so the longer the line, the
greater the signal loss.
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For maximum delivery of signal
energy from a source, such as an
antenna, to a TV receiver, the impedances at all wire or cable connecting points must match. Impedance mismatching not only produces signal loss, but can result in
signal reflections along the line,
yielding one or more multiple images to the right of the main image
on the TV screen (ghosts).
Impedance mismatching cannot
damage components but it can
result in less than optimum picture
display. The problem becomes increasingly serious in fringe areas
dependent solely on network
broadcast TV.
752 and 3000 line
Fortunately, video connectors
and components are either 752 or
3000, and sometimes are both.
Thus, the antenna terminal input
of a TV set may be 3000 for VHF
and UHF, or a combination of 752
and 3002. This does not mean
these impedances must be accepted as restrictive for with the
use of a balun (an acronym for
balanced to unbalanced), impedances can be changed from 750
to 3000, or vice versa.

Baluns

Interconnecting video components requires an understanding
of baluns, transmission lines and
connectors. Although a balun is a
simple device, has no moving parts
and is fairly inexpensive, a video
system can work well or poorly
depending on if these are used and
how they are used.
A balun is a plastic -encased RF
transformer with an input terminal and one or more output terminals. It is lightweight and can be
supported easily by its connecting
leads. These leads are 3000
transmission line, coaxial cable or
some combination of these two.
Figure 1 shows a single -way
balun, that is, a balun having a
single output. This unit has a 752
input impedance and an output impedance of 3000. The balun is
often marked either input and output or 75 and 300.
If there are no markings, then
you can be sure the coaxial connection is 750; the twin lead connection is 3000. The advantage of a
single -way balun is that either terminal can be used as input or out -

put. That is, it can be a 7512 to 30012
balun or a 30012 to 750 balun.
The balun may have a single output, two outputs or three. Because
a balun is an RF transformer, it
can be one of three basic types;
step-down, step-up or one to one.
The unit shown in Figure 2 is a
step-up type having two outputs:
30012 for a TV set's UHF input;
30012 for a TV set's VHF input.
The RF transformer in this balun
has a 750 primary winding and
may have either a pair of 30012
secondary windings or may be a
tapped secondary with a pair of
30012 outputs.
Signal separator balun
When the balun supplies two or
more outputs, it is also known as a
signal separator or band separator

balun. In Figure 3, the signals are
frequency separated with one set of
leads for VHF, the other for UHF.
This balun is intended for use
with an outdoor antenna using
30012 twin lead as the down lead
transmission line from the antenna
to the receiver. The balun is
mounted directly at the antenna
terminal board of the TV set, and
is supported by it. One pair of
leads connect to the VHF screw
terminals; the other pair to the

UHF terminals.
Outdoor antennas are usually
3 -way types, supplying VHF, UHF
and FM signals. The balun in
Figure 4 can be used to supply
signal input to the VHF and UHF
terminals of the television and can
also drive the input of an FM
receiver. The FM terminals can be

ignored if not needed.
For the balun in Figure 5, the
transmission line from the antenna
is coaxial cable, while the TV
receiver is equipped with input via
a coaxial connector and also has
twin lead, spade terminal equipped, for connection to the UHF
terminals of the television. This
balun also has screw -type terminals for connection to an FM set
using a suitable length of twin
lead. FM receivers usually have a
30012 input.
Quick-connect balun
Some physical differences do exist among baluns. The one in
Figure 6 is a quick -connect type intended for use with a 30012
downlead from the antenna. The
7512 output terminal of the balun

SPECIAL POLYIRON CORE
i

I

12n b--IeT

121

300

--- -

CONTAINER

1B

75 -OHM
INPUT IMPEDANCE

300 -OHM IMPEDANCE:
UHF TO TV

300 -OHM IMPEDANCE:
VHF TO TV

300 -OHM IMPEDANCE:
UHF TO TV

300 -OHM IMPEDANCE:
VHF TO TV

2

75 -OHM
INPUT IMPEDANCE

300 -OHM
FM CONNECTIONS

Figure 1. Circuit arrangement of a balun.
This type is reversible: the input can be
used as an output; the output as an input.
Figure 2. Balun with a pair of 300Q outputs for VHF and UHF. (Courtesy Vidline
Video Accessories).

FM ISET

4

Figure 3. Band -separator balun with
75 -OHM
INPUT IMPEDANCE

300 -OHM
FM CONNECTIONS

300 -OHM IMPEDANCE:
UHF TO TV

75 -OHM IMPEDANCE:
VHF TO TV

300Q input and a pair of 300Q outputs for
VHF and UHF.

Figure 4. Three-way balun with 75Q input
and 300Q outputs for VHF, UHF and FM.
(Courtesy Vidline Video Accessories).
H

!

FM

ieje.1

.
5

ET
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Figure 5. Signal -separator balun with
75Q input and 300Q output for UHF, 75Q
output for VHF and 300Q output for FM.
(Courtesy Vidline Video Accessories).
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(B) RCA plug.

(C) Mini plug.

(D) Motorola plug.

m

7

Figure 6. Quick -connect type of balun
with 75Q output impedance and input
impedance of 300Q. (Courtesy Vidline
Video Accessories).

(A) F plug.

mime_

ma+/

1

)=ED.

Figure 7. Common plug types.

(B) RCA plug.

(A) Mini plug.

Figure 8. Mini and RCA plugs for audio.

simply slides onto the coaxial connector of the antenna terminal
block of the TV set.
Although all TV sets are designed
for VHF and UHF, in some areas
the user either cannot receive
UHF or doesn't want it. The push on balun is sometimes used in connection with a wall receptacle in
which the coax is brought in
through the walls of the home to a

baseboard -mounted 7552 coaxial con-

(A) F plug to F plug.

(B) RCA plug to RCA plug.

8

nector. In that case, the push -on
balun is simply made to slide on to
the coax connector of the wall
receptacle.

variably by coaxial cable. Cable
connector kits are available in 3-.
6-, 10-, 12-, 15- and 25 -foot lengths
and in shorter lengths, such as 30
inches.
Cable connectors
However, it is also possible to
Sometimes it is necessary to in- make your own coax connecting
terconnect video components, and cables by mounting the connectors
for these, pre -prepared connector yourself. The advantage of making
cables equipped with plugs and/or your own is that it costs less, and
jacks are helpful. Video compo- you can tailor-make any length.
nent interconnections are in Rolling up large lengths of coax
behind a TV set is not only unsightly and uneconomical, but it
also is a potential source of trouble. Crimping tools for joining
coax cable to connectors are inexpensive and easy to use.
Connectors consist of plugs and
jacks, and there is an astonishing
(F) RCA plug to uhf plug.
variety of these. They can vary not
only between models made by different manufacturers but between
different models made by the same
manufacturer.
Jacks, also called receptacles or
(G) Right-angle quick connect F plug to

.

_-'

(C) F plug to Motorola plug.

F

plug.

+:.. ....,,

IM

;;,ï;i`-

(H) Two RCA plugs to two RCA plugs.

(D) BNC plug to BNC plug.

(I) F plug to RCA plug.

female fittings, are usually

mounted on components; plugs or
male fittings on cable. The difference between the various plugs
is generally one of size and shape;
and this is also true of jacks. The
basic rule is that jacks and plugs
must mate, that is, the plug must
fit into the jack.
Sometimes the size difference is
so small it is easy to make a
mistake, especially if the two plugs
or two jacks are similar in appearance. The fact that a plug will
fit into a jack isn't always an
assurance that they were designed
to mate.
Thus the fact that a 10 -pin plug

(J) RCA plug to 3.5 -mm mint plug.

(E) RCA plug to BNC plug.

Figure 9. Coaxial cable terminated by
various plugs (Courtesy Recoton).
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fits into a 10 -pin jack doesn't
necessarily mean it is suitable
because the manufacturers of
video cameras and portable VCRs
don't always follow the same wiring arrangement.
If a plug and jack do not mate,
you have two options. Either the
plug can be replaced or an adapter
can be used. The plug fits into the
adapter and the adapter fits into
the jack.
A large variety of adapters is
available. For example, an F barrel can be used to connect two F
cables; an RCA jack to BNC plug
can be used to adapt RCA cables to
fit BNC connections; an RCA jack
to F plug adapts RCA cable to fit F
connections; an F jack to RCA
plug adapts cable so it fits RCA
connections.
Some manufacturers, such as
RCA and Motorola, make their
own plugs and jacks. VCRs,
whether RCA or not, often use
RCA jacks on all audio/video inputs and outputs, and so these
would require RCA plugs to make
connections.
Another commonly used connec-

tor is the F plug, often found on
cable connections between a VCR
and a TV set, between amplifiers
and switchers. It is also used as a
coax cable connector between an
antenna and the terminals of a TV
set. Figure 7 shows some common
types of plugs. 7A is an F plug, B is
an RCA, C is a mini type and D is
made by Motorola.
In some instances, a plug is intended for audio use; in others for
video. Thus, Figure 8A illustrates
a mini plug and 7B an RCA plug,
both for audio. The fact that a plug
is identified as an RCA type
doesn't necessarily mean it is for
video. Figure 7B and Figure 8B
are both RCA plugs: 7B is for
video; 8B for audio.
Joining a pair of components can
be done easily enough by using a
suitable length of coaxial cable terminated at each end by a plug. The
problem is that the video components made by different
manufacturers use different types
of jacks; and so a connecting cable
can be terminated at one end by
one plug and by a completely different plug at the other end.

Business
Opportunity

possible to have an 8-pin plug, 10 pin or 12 -pin. In some cases, not all
the pins are active.

Coaxial cable
Unlike twin-lead transmission
line, which is fairly well standardized at 300t1, coaxial cables come
in a fairly wide assortment of impedances. The most commonly
used is RG -59U, but even this cable
is available with differing elec-

trical characteristics.

In the next installment

Understanding connectors,
baluns, transmission lines, signal
separators and cables is essential
for making suitable video connections. With this information at
hand, we can start (in the next installment) with simple hookups,
but watching them becomes increasingly complex.

OWL

CA28 UNIVERSAL PICTURE TUBE ADAPTER
NOW YOU CAN USE YOUR CRT/RESTORER/
REJUVENATOR/CLEANER ON ANY COLOR CRT
YOU DO NOT NEED TO BUY A NEW CRT TESTER.

It's plenty tough being
an electronics sales and
service dealer these days.

NESDA

Figure 9A to 9J are examples of
some of the possible combinations.
The plugs shown in this drawing
are single -pin types. Multi-pin
plugs are also used, as, for example, when connecting a portable
VCR to a video camera. Thus, it is

That's why we're working so hard
to make it easier for you to operate
a cost-effective business.
NESDA offers business contacts,
technical and management certification, substantial savings on bank and
card and insurance rates
that's just the beginning!
NESDA members are kept informed about industry developments and are offered the most comprehensive managerial and
technical training programs available. Besides, NESDA is your
including your voice to
representative at the national level
manufacturers and the agencies of the federal government.

-

SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS
"THIS'IS THE ONLY ADAPTER YOU WILL NEED"
-USE ON NEW IN-LINE 8 ONE-GUN TUBESIf your tester is the CLEANER/RESTORER type or the REJUVENATE type, you can
use the function on your present machine or any Color Tube listed from a 9" to a

28,' Including foreign types. Checks Quintrex, Japanese Miniature Base, Japanese
In -Line, Sylvania, and GE 90 Degree Inline, New Sony Trinitron, Zenith Special In line, European 110 degree in -line, Sylvania 100 degree Color Tri-Potential, RCA 90
degree In -line, 110 degree Color, 90 degree Button Base, Large Trinitron, Small
Trinitron.
Use with CRT Tester/Restorer/Rejuvenator.
CHECKS: OUINTREXINLIN E TRINITRON TRI
POTENTIAL FINLESS -JAPANESE-EUROPEAN
900; 100°, 110° ALL CRTs
VIDEO GAMES-COMPUTER TERMINALS, COLOR T.V.
SIZES 9" thru 28" SCREENS.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEED
to solve all your CRT Testing problems, Obsolescence Proof Perpetual Set -Up
Manual, CA28 Adapter Kit with Sockets.

-

-

Opportunity knocks

Answer

.

it!
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°°CHECKS OVER 2500 COLOR

'REPLACES OVER

TYPES

85 ADAPTERS'
B&K, BELTRON, SENCORE,
CONAR, HEATHKIT
REM, EICO, RCA, ALL OTHERS

Notional Electronics Salese
.

-

NESDA

Call Toll Free
1.800.331.9658

Service Dealers Association

For more information -and an application, write to:
NESDA, 2708 W. Berry St., Ft. Worth, TX 76109; Ph (817) 921-9061

Name

A MUST FOR THE TV TECHNICIAN

Bus. Name

Address
State

Member of State

Comes with complete EASY -to -follow
Instruction Manual and Picture Tube Index.

;

Zip
Local D Assn

Phone

CALL US OR WRITE
COD, Send Check or Money Order. CA -28 Kit $61.95, add $2.00
shipping and handling. Visa & Mastercard accepted.
DANDY MANUFACTURING CO.
2323 Gibson, Muskogee, Oklahoma 74403
918-682.4286
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6. When making signal adjustments in a VHS machine,

Test

your electronic
knowledge
1. A

non-inductive wirewound

resistor has a:
A.) thermoplastic coating.
B.) voltage -dependent resistance.
C.) bifilar winding.
D.) hum bucking coil.
E.) special color code.
2. The advantage of carbon film
resistors over carbon composition
resistors is:
A.) They are made with higher
power ratings.
B.) They have a positive
temperature coefficient.
C.) They generate less noise.
D.) They are not affected by very
high current surges.
E.) They can be made with
tolerances of ± 3 percent.

3. You would expect to find a
swamping resistor in a:
A.) humidifier.
B.) parallel -tuned circuit.
C.) negative feedback amplifier
circuit.
D.) parallel -diode connection.
E.) differential amplifier.

signal.
7. The rated voltage of a
transformer is the voltage it

4. Which of the following is the
purpose of the diode in the circuit
of Figure 1?
A.) It is used for temperature
stabilization.
B.) It protects the emitter -base
junction from a reverse bias.
C.) It protects the base -collector
junction from a forward bias.
D.) It rectifies the incoming
signal.
E.) It makes Class C operation
possible.

5. A one -million

farad capacitor

is made with two pieces of wire
placed end-to -end as shown in
Figure 2. The problem with this
capacitor is:
A.) The plates should be square.
B.) The plates should be made of

aluminum.
C.) It won't work with air as a
dielectric.
D.) The plates should be made of a
semiconductor material.
E.) None of the above is correct.

H-

copper
wire
Figure
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always use:
A.) a tone burst.
B.) a pulse code modulated signal.
C.) a phase -modulated audio
signal.
D.) an NTSC signal.
E.) a pulse -width modulated

air gap

copper
wire
2.

delivers:
A.) with no load.
B.) under full load.
8. The picture tube heater is
glowing and the high voltage is
normal. However, there is no
raster. With these symptoms the
defect is usually in:
A.) the horizontal oscillator.
B.) the color killer.
C.) the video stage.
D.) the sync signal.
E.) the low -voltage regulator.
9. In a satellite TV receiving
system, the output of a low -noise
amplifier (mounted on the TVRO
dish) is the downlink signal with
frequencies in the range of 3.7 to
4.2GHz. Which of the following is
used to eliminate the need for expensive specially designed cables
for delivering the signal to the
receiver?
A.) Use a downconverter.
B.) Use a nuvistor amplifier interface.
C.) Use twin lead with quarter wave standoffs.
D.) Use a #10 solid copper bus.
E.) Use an artificial transmission

line.
10. A dielectric that is permanently charged is called:
A.) an ion retainer.
B.) a grain boundary.
C.) a bead ledge.
D.) an electret.
E.) a Hall device.
Editors note: The questions in this quiz are based on
articles that have appeared in this magazine In recent
months.

SINCE 1950
Answers to quiz
1. C.

(What do you know

about components? - June
1984)

2. C. (What do you know

about components? - June
1984)

3. B. (What do you know

about components? - June
1984)

4. A.

(Characteristics of

resistors - July 1984)

5. E. (What do you know
about components? - August

1984)

(The problem is the very low

voltage rating.)

6. D. (VHS basic recording
and playing - June 1984)

Ready -to -build
power supply circuits - July
7. B. (266

1984)

8. C. (Ten

Dogs in TV

repair - September 1984)

Continued from page 27
boiling water or drying a load of
clothes is only temporary. It
escapes through open doors, fireplaces, exhaust fans, electrical
outlets and any other openings in
construction where air can escape.
This type of humidity can't be controlled. What occurs inside the
home are periods of too much
humidity along with periods of not
enough humidity. And that's when
owners of home computers run into problems.
If there isn't enough humidity
present, warm air tries to get
moisture from anything it can.
Furniture, walls, even home computer systems. What happens?
Floppy disks warp, equipment

(Introduction to

satellite TV receiving systems - September 1984)

10. D. (What do you know

about components? - September 1984)

WATCHDOG
NATESA SCOPE
STANDARDS YARDSTICK
CONSUMER RELATIONS
PROBLEM SOLVER
CONCISE PRACTICAL
BUSINESS OPERATIONS
MANUAL

CC

SERVICE CONTRACT
MANUAL
CUSTOMER PLEASING
PROFIT PRODUCING
ORDER FORMS
PARTS PROCUREMENT
EXPEDITOR
SERVICE BUSINESS
DIVERSIFICATION PLANS

malfunctions and electronic
failures occur.
A humidifier will help control the
humidity in the home, increase the
life of home electronic systems and
make the environment more comfortable indoors.
Humidifiers are available in both
portable and installed units. Installed units are probably best for
homeowners and are available for
use with any type of heating
system.
The best humidifiers have these
capabilities:
Provides a relative humidity of
at least 35 percent throughout
the entire home;
Has an accurate humidistat installed to measure the humidity
level and control operation of
the humidifier;
Provides humidity in vapor form,
not water (which leaves a residue of mineral deposits in the
home);

9. A.

LEADING SPOKESMAN
TRADE INFORMATION
DISPENSER

Requires little maintenance;
Requires reasonable installation
costs.
A free booklet on the need for
humidity in the home is available
by writing to: Research Products
Corporation, 1015 E. Washington
Ave., Madison, WI 53701. Or call
1-800-356-9652. In Wisconsin call

608-257-8801. Ask for the
Humidification Facts booklet.

TECHNICIAN DEVELOPER
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
NEWSLETTER
publication written especially for the
Hobbyist/Experimenter. Projects, Sources, New Ideas.
FREE DETAILS.

..Monthly

AF Publishing Co.
Dept

Cf

1
P.O. Box 524
So. Hadley, Mass. 01075
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tech's guide

to pricing

Everyone benefits...
pricing by "The Book"

1-80»228-4338
MON. THRU FRI.

6-5 / C.S.T.
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Use ES&T

classified ads
PERSONALIZED 24 -HOUR
SERVICE ON OVER
7,000 ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS & PRODUCTS...
CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-558-9572

N

1-800-242-9553

BLPHH
aafKAE

PROJECTOR RECORDER BELT
Whitewater, WI 53190
TLX 4994411 PRBUSA

200 Clay Street
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eliminating the need for two
separate traps. The trap is placed
between the downconverter and
receiver (70MHz IF) to eliminate
video interference due to 4GHz
terrestial microwaves. It has a
notch depth of 40dB and the 3dB
bandwidth is 3MHz.
31/2 -digit

Circle (76) on Reply Card

DMM

A. W. Sperry Instruments,
Hauppauge, NY, has introduced
their new DM -2000 rotary switch
31/2 -digit multimeter. This compact
DM -2000 (4.8"x2.8"x0.9") features
eight functions and 22 ranges. All

Outlet power center
Ultima Electronics, Farmingdale, NY, announces the
availability of a single -socket

Surge -Free electronic outlet
power center for home use. De-

signed for home owners, the SF -10
model is compact and unobtrusive.
It features a solid-state, surge
clamping electronic circuitry.
Rated safe at 15A, 125Vac, the
SF -10 detects and suppresses destructive effects of high voltage
transient spikes and surges to sensitive electronic equipment, protecting home computers, color TV
sets and microwave ovens.

Uni -link LNA cables

Precision Satellite Systems,
Clearwater, FL, offers their uni link LNA cables. These cables are
available in RG -213 and RG-214
type cable, with lengths varying
from 14 inches to 14 feet. Special
ordered lengths are also available.
Cables are hand soldered,
crimped and fully weatherproofed
with coax-seal on each connector.
The ends are fitted with heat
shrinkable tubing. These cables
carry a full 1 -year guarantee.
Circle (80) on Reply Card

31/2 -digit DMM
The Instrumentation Products
Division of Beckman Industrial
Corporation, Brea, CA, has added
the DM10, a new 31/2 -digit DMM,
to its Circuitmate line. The DM10
is the same size as a pocket calculator and includes a rotary
switch, 1/2 -inch high digital LCD
display, five do voltage ranges

Circle (77) on Reply Card

Coaxial cable stripper
The TOR -1C coaxial cable stripper and the TOR -1F dual line stripper offered by Davle Tech, Fair-

ranges are overload protected.
Solid-state protection on all resistance ranges protects the instrument and user up to 250Vac/dc
without fuse blow. A number of optional accessories are available for
the DM -2000.
Circle (75) on Reply Card

TYRO interference trap
Model 4518-60/80F, available
from Microwave Filter Company,
Syracuse, NY, combines two traps
(60MHz and 80MHz) in one case,

lawn, NJ, are a suitable complement to the electrical and electronic technicians tool kit. Each
tool comes with a spare set of
blades.
Circle (78) on Reply Card

Module cross reference

RCA Distributor and Special

Products Division, Deptford, NJ,
has expanded and updated its
Cross Reference Volume II of TV
modules for RCA TV chassis. This

volume covers color chassis
CTC93A through CTC132A. It
cross references the modules in
three different listings: stock number to module designation, module
designation to stock number and
chassis to circuit.
Circle (79) on Reply Card
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from 200mV to 1kV, overload protection to lkVdc in all ranges
above 200mV, and 500Vdc for the
200mV range. In ac volts, the
ranges are from 200Vac to
500Vac, with overload protection
in all ranges to 500Vac/dc.
Five resistance ranges, overload
protection to 250Vac/dc and a
diode test function are also included. Test leads are provided.
Battery life is 150 hours with an
ordinary zinc -carbon battery.
Circle (81) on Reply Card

Miniature soldering iron
M.M. Newman Corporation,
Marblehead, MA, offers an in-

dustrial grade, precision miniature

Model 020 plugs into any
120Vac, 15A, 60Hz 3 -prong outlet,
and has a main on/off lighted
rocker switch. The G.F.I. has
built-in test and reset buttons
which trip instantaneously at 5mA
(± 1) to ground and comes with in-
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structions for use and test recording.
Circle (83) on Reply Card

soldering iron that is ready to use
in 45 seconds. It accepts a wide
variety of interchangeable slide -on
tips. The Antex model C/3U features a cool, non -charring thermoplastic grip handle and is
grounded directly from the tip
through a 6 -foot cord with a
molded 3 -prong plug.
Circle (82) on Reply Card

Precision DMM
A DMM model 7101 offered by
Spanta, Franklin Lakes, NJ offers versatility. It can measure 11
separate functions: do voltage; ac
voltage; do current; ac current;
continuity indication; resistance;
diode test; high speed audible and
visual conductance; logic level;
hFE test; and capacitance.

Microprocessor -controlled DMM
Penril's Triplett Electrical Instrument Corporation, Bluffton,
OH, has introduced its model 4700
DMM. This test instrument uses
microprocessor control to provide
features beyond standard volt ohmmeter capability. The unit is
suited for in -the-field and laboratory usage for industrial, commercial, communications or consumer electrical/electronic applications, using true RMS measurements to directly measure complex
non-sinusoidal signals.
The instrument offers an audible
continuity function, permitting
quick testing of diodes, logic
probes, voltage measurements displayable in dBm, plus the capability to store an input signal as an
offset or relative function. Each
measurement function has auto polarity, overrange indication,
overload protection and quantitized feedback A/D conversion,

yielding

accurate

linear

measurements.
Circle (86) on Reply Card

sags, surges, noise and frequency
shifts. These UPS systems provide
no -break uninterrupted power regardless of the condition of the incoming line.
Circle (85) on Reply Card

The LCD provides clear indication with a 31/2 -digit resolution.
Basic do accuracy is 0.1 percent.
Overload protection is designed into the unit, which has a 600V
double -fused current input and
safety designed test leads.
Circle (84) on Reply Card

Uninterruptible power systems
Best Power Technology, Necedah, WI, offers two new uninterruptible power systems with

computer interface capability.
Micro-Ferrups 250VA and 500VA
Power console
PMC Industries, San Diego, CA, uninterruptible power systems
has introduced a power console
with a built-in hospital grade Pass
and Seymour ground fault interrupter. The unit is intended for use
with equipment, instruments or
tools in areas where shock potential exists such as wet labs, instrument and equipment repair shops,
home work shops or any area
where worker shock protection is a
concern.

1111111111111111111111111111

come equipped with an on -board
microprocessor and RS232 port.
These features allow the display of
line power conditions at a computer terminal. System status and
alarm messages can be continuously monitored to effect an orderly
shut down.
Micro-Ferrups protects sensitive

PC board repair kits
Cir-Kits available from Pace,
Laurel, MD, provide an efficient,
low-cost way to repair and/or
replace lifted, damaged or missing
lands, plated-thru holes, conductors and edge connectors on
printed circuit assemblies. Cir-Kits
reduce downtime and eliminate
the practice of discarding PC
boards that can be repaired. CirKits come in three different
models to suit various types and
levels of repair in factory or field.
Circle (87) on Reply Card

Self-contained desoldering
station
The V-185 Vac -Kit, available
from Plato Products, Glendora,
CA, is a self-contained production
desoldering station. The pulsed
vacuum system develops a vacuum
of 21 inches high in 40ms. The
V-185 does not have a high speed
vacuum pump to be maintained or
replaced.
Its hand piece features a quick
cleaning solder collector and non clogging tip and conduit. Replacement tips are available in sizes for
most all applications. The V-185
provides RFI/EMI protection for
voltage sensitive devices and is fully grounded. Plato Vac -Kits are
covered by a 6 -month warranty.

electronic equipment against
blackouts, brownouts, spikes,
March 1985
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Available from Shape Magne-

tronics is a 2 -page supplement to
the Line Tamer power conditioner
technical catalog. This supplement
features a luting of available
receptacle configurations and a
handy circuit breaker selection
chart.
The receptacle chart lists 74 of
the most commonly used receptacles. A diagram of the configuration, the NEMA identification
code and the amperage and voltage rating of each receptacle listed
are provided in the chart. The circuit breaker selection chart provides a reference for those applications which may require circuit
breaker protection. The chart
gives information on the size
breaker needed for the different
sizes of single-phase Line Tamers
for input and 3 -phase Line Tamers
for output.
Circle (100) on Reply Card

Texwipe Company, Upper Saddle River, NJ, has published a 16 page catalog of the recently introduced Read/Right line of precision cleaning products and kits for
computers and office equipment.
The catalog contains sections on
cleaning kits for microcomputers,
CRT screens, computer printers,
tape transports, disc drives and office equipment including microfiche and microfilm readers. Other
selections describe products such
as static controllers, premoistened
cleaning pads, solvents, solutions,
compressed gas dusters, wipers,
swabs and gloves.

the World" contains explanations
of monitors and monitor -receivers,
high-fidelity sound in VCRs, stereo
TV, cable services, permium program services and wireless remote
controls. The 32 -page booklet also
discusses televisions, VCRs, video
cameras, videodisc players, home
computers, teletext and videotex,
satellites and antennas.
Covering audio aspects, "Audio:
Your New World of Listening" includes sections on component systems, the compact disc, compacts,
micros, midis, rack systems, personal portables and car audio.
There are also tips on taping,
selecting a system and shopping
for a retailer. A 5 -page glossary
defines the technical terms that
may confuse audio equipment
buyers.
Both booklets contain sections
on service, safety and warranty.
Single copies of both booklets are
available free from the EIA/CEG
by sending a #10, self-addressed
stamped envelope with 37 -cents
postage to EIA/Consumer Electronics Group, P.O. Box 19100,
Washington, DC 20036.

In-

dustries Association/Consumer
Electronics Group's (EIA/CEG)
booklets, "Video: Your New Window on the World" and "Audio:
Your New World of Listening,"
have been revised. Produced by
the association as a public service,
these booklets are designed to
make buying audio and video
equipment easier.
"Video: Your New Window on
60
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MCM Electronics, Centerville,
OH, has introduced their new
catalog No. 9. This catalog contains more than 4500 items in its
128 pages, including test equip-

ment, computer accessories,

telephone accessories, speakers,
TV parts, flybacks, yokes,
switches, fuses lamps, capacitors,
resistors, cartridges, styli, wire,
CATV equipment and a selection
of Japanese semiconductors.

Circle (102) on Reply Card

Circle (106) on Reply Card

Rush Wire Strippers announces
the availability of a free 8 -page
brochure describing the complete
range of model DCF wire stripping
and twisting tools. This brochure
includes technical and application
data for four different DCF
models, which are used to strip
round, rectangular or square
magnet and enamel coated wires.
Application data is also included
on two DCF models used for twisting stranded wires or for making
twisted pairs. All units may be
hand-held or bench -mounted, and
they are easily adjustable for different wire sizes. Operating heads
are interchangeable.

The Vigor Company, New York,
has recently published a 31 -page
catalog of electronic and production assembly tools. This catalog
offers an inventory of high -quality

Circle (103) on Reply Card

Circle (107) on Reply Card

"Power: Problems and Solutions," a 12 -page guide to recognizing and resolving electric power
fluctuations, blackouts and noise,
is available from Triad-Utrad, a
division of MagneTek, Huntington, IN. This manual includes
an overview of ac power, sections
on spotting power problems and
solving them, a trouble -shooting
chart and a glossary of electrical
and electronic terms.

Microwave Filter Company,
Syracuse, NY, introduces the
C/84, catalog of filters and traps
for CATV. It also includes filters
for MATV, SMATV and TVRO
systems. Channel deletion filters,
which allow interference free
channel reuse without impact to
adjacent channels, are covered.
A complete line of selective
channel bandpass filters for every
channel allocated is also described.

Circle (104) on Reply Card

Circle (108) on Reply Card

Circle (101) on Reply Card

Two of the Electronic

Philips ECG, Waltham, MA,
has published an 8 -page, 4 -color
brochure describing the company's
new high-technology chemical line.
This brochure reviews all 18
aerosol spray products in the line,
explains how they are used and
summarizes their specifications.
The brochure categorizes each
product by principal application. A
variety of cleaning, lubricating,
shielding and testing agents for
commercial, industrial/MRO and
high-technology applications are
described. Products are offered in
aerosol cans and many are available in bulk containers.
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precision tools, including:

cleaners, dividers, drills, drill
press, eye loupes, files, gauges,
holders, knives, lamps, magnifiers,
flexible shaft motors, pin vises,
pliers, nippers, scales, balances,
scissors, shears, screwdrivers,
scrapers, torches, tweezers and
vises. The catalog contains detailed photographs or illustrations
of each item, complete descriptions, shipping weights and stock
numbers.

Symptoms and cures compiled from field reports
of recurring troubles
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Symptom-Severe pie -crusting, double keystone, or
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Symptom-Horizontal tearing or loss of locking
Cure-Check R738, and if it is okay, replace the
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Cure-Check Q301, and replace it if shorted or otherwise defective
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- No sound
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R120, if it is open zener diode SC100 pro-

bably is shorted; replace both components
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Symptom-Intermittent loss of color

Cure-If tapping

the color circuit restores the color,
replace crystal XT600
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For Sale: Sencore CB analyst, like new, model CB42, $1000 (Canadian).
Ron Zima, Zima Electronics, 4097 Carroll Ave., Niagara Falls, Ontario
Canada L2E 5Z8; 416-356-0454

Readers' Exchange

Wanted to Buy: Vertical output transformer (new or used) for Panasonic
model CT -210 (Sams 1306-2). PN is TLV524 (ETV-57D5A) Jim Burns, 241
Cavalier Court, Martinez, GA 30905; 404-860-2438

-w,-

For Sale: Hewlett-Packard 410-C solid-state general purpose voltmeter
with RF probe, $600. Tektronix R7403N/7Al2/7B50 60+MHz dual trace
scope system, like new, $1500. Heath IB-3128 RLC bridge, $90. Fisher 300
FM multiplex generator, $135. Ronald R. Zimmerman, Electronic Services
Co., 2860 Hwy. K, Franksville, WI 53126; 414-835-4000

Wanted: Two books, Practical CB Radio Troubleshooting and Repair
(hardback) by David F. Norman and Modern CB Radio servicing (paperback) by Marvin Hobbs. If anyone has these in mint condition, I would consider any reasonable price and would also gladly pay postage. John L.
Wingerfield, P.O. Box 685, Cedaredge, CO 81413; 303-856-6341

For Sale: Conar 281 signal generator, $40. Conor oscilloscope model 250,
make offer. B&K 470 CRT tester and rejuvenator, like new, $200. Andrew
K. Oberg, 828 Jefferson, Joplin, MO 64801
For Sale: Obsolete radio tubes, post World War II era. Call or send s.a.s.e.
Elmwood TV, 136 Market Square, Newington, CT 06111; 203-666-1990
Needed: Schematic for Morse electrophonic AM/FM stereo radio phono,
T36-1 chassis. Joseph J. Mehalko, 324 4th St., Blakely, PA 18447

Wanted: Power transformer for model 34 oscilloscope. Built as part of the
Bell & Howell's electronic course. Scope manufactured by Electro Lab.
Daniel Ritter, 26 E. Cumberland St., Allentown, PA 18103
Wanted: Vertical output transformer for a RCA chassis CTC 53E, part
No. 135770 (want a salvage one to save cost). Also, Zenith service manual
for chassis 25GC50 or Sams folder. Both must be reasonable. A. Edward
Rappel, 1207 Adams St., Saginaw, MI 48062
Needed: Manuals on B&K models 400, 530, 650, 707 and 1243. Will buy or
copy and return. For Sale: Old Tektronix and HP oscilloscopes; they work
but are shop worn, $100 each. Jim Corliss, 2446 Vista Drive, Upland, CA
91786

For Sale: RCA senior VoltOhmyst, type WV-98A VTVM in excellent condition with probe, 5 sets of new RCA tubes and manual. Send money order
for $30 to B.H. Mineer, P.O. Box 379, South Portsmouth, KY 41174
For Sale: Staco L501 variable (0-150Vac) power supply, $50. Heath
]:G-5257 post/sweep generator, $100. Heath IG -5237 FM stereo generator,

717-429-0660

Wanted: Atari part No. CO 14795. It is the P.I.A. for the 400-800 computer. Ship and Shore Electronics, Box 203, Deale, MD 20751; 301-867-4006

For Sale: Heathkit sweep generator model IG -57-A. Sencore picture tube
tester and restorer, model 143. Paco capacitor/resistor ratio bridge model
20. All in excellent condition, make offer. William J. Maida, 341 Isabella
Drive, Longwood, FL 32750; 305-830-0308

For Sale: Sencore SG -165 stereo analyzer, never used, bought for
$1095-will sell for $800. Paul Krug, K&K Electronics, Route 2, Cherry
Tree, PA 15724; 814-948-9137

For Sale: Ryder's TV manuals, volume 1-24. Ryders radio manual #20.
Sencore model SM152 sweep/marker generator. Make offers. Harlan Hoxie, 4520 Zenith Ave. N., Minneapolis, MN 55422

Wanted: Manual with schematic for a Telequip D-52 scope. Willing to buy
or copy and return. Bill Morel, 1445 NW 9th St., Homestead, FL 33030;
305-247-6349

For Sale: Simpson 463 DMM with carrying case, $175. Beckman HD 100
DMM, $150. Stanley Todorow, G3468 Belle Bluff Drive, Grand Blanc, MI
48439

For Sale: FC45 frequency counter, $250. Sencore PS163 scope, $400.
EICO 633 CRT tester with adapters, $80. UPS included. Bill Bechtold,
7429 Frederick, Omaha, NE 68124; 402-397-2461
Needed: Schematic diagram for b&w TV camera, Civikon by Intel, made in
Japan. Also, schematic diagram of telephone modem by AMP Phonics, TV phone model 62, serial No. 5-0020. Gustavo Diaz, 8181 NW South River
Drive, Lot A-112, Medley, FL 33166

$100. David Knapp, Northwoods Electronics & Appliance, P.O. Box 159,
Lac du Flambeau, WI 54538; 715-588-3674

Wanted: Hickok model 217 semiconductor analyzer in good condition,
reasonable. Paul Capito, 637 W. 21st. St., Erie, PA 16502

Wanted: B&K model 1040 CB Servicemaster and model 2040 B&K
40 -channel PLL CB signal generator. Write or call with price and details.
Mark Pupilli, P.O. Box 117, Blanford, IN 47831; 317-832-7695

Wanted: Schematic or other technical informaton on Bradford AM/FM
multiplex system, model No. 1404 C41 WTG 59030. Also: schematic and
manufacturer's data on Denon AM/FM multiplex stereo, model MS 990A,
serial No. 10198, made by Nippon Columbia Co. Paul H. Langheld Sr., 50
North St., Northampton, MA 01060

For Sale: B&K 1077B TV analyst, $250. Sencore SM158 sweep marker
generator, new $125. More than 350 new TV tubes, $150. Al Dolgins, 1905
N. Woodley St., Arlington, VA 22207; 703-524-2493

For Sale: Sams Photofact folders, No. 1438-1899, $1200, includes
cabinets. Complete NRI color TV course with all kits, 25-inch color TV,
scope, stereo and meter, $700. Frank Wolff, 6 White Street, Topsham, ME
04086; 207-729-0566

Wanted: Sams Photofact folders, No. 1200-1700, cheap. James Gregorich,
117 Second St. N, Virginia, MN 55792; 218-749-4355
Needed: Schematic or Sams AR manual for a Pioneer KP -500 car stereo
cassette, "Super Tuner." Calvin S. Logue, Jr., 17 J Washington Lane,
Westminster, MD 21157

For Sale: Sams Photofact folders and some test equipment. Write or call
for information. Gary Borresen, 1306 Umatilla, Albany, OR 97321;
503-928-2356

For Sale: Multimeters-RCA senior VoltOhmyst, new meter movement.
Simpson 260 needs minor repairs. Micronter 22-202A in good condition.
$150 for all three or make offer for the one you want. Gary H. Thompson,
3648 Eastside Hwy. #5, Stevensville, MT 59870
For Sale: Sencore CR31A CRT tester and beam builder, $500. Sencore
TC62 tube checker, $175. Heathkit 3117 tube checker, $125. Heathkit 5218
VTM, $75. Daniel Lee, Dan's TV, Heritage Apt. #104, 512 2nd Ave. E.,
Osakis, MN 56360; 612-859-2851

For Sale: Sencore VA48 TV-VTR-MATV video analyzer, two years old,
$850. Boston TV Sales and Service, 3025 Davie Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, FL

For Sale: Sencore SC -60 dual trig scope,

33312; 305-587-2522

402-393-0459

Needed: Schematic diagram for Minneapolis-Honeywell electronic panel
model No. MD50352A!K1, MD74000A1. Will copy and return or will pay
for copy. August Aubert, Box 700, Cornell, WA 99326; 509-234-2471 (collect
calls okay)

For Sale: Capacitor analyst B&K model 801, $40. Jerrold TV remote con-

For Sale: Sencore SC60 oscilloscope, $1000. Sencore SG165 AM/FM
stereo analyzer, $500. Simpson 465A autoranging DMM, $225. All equipment in excellent condition, including accessories and instruction manuals.

62

Wanted: Chassis test jig, prefer Telematic but will consider others, will pay
cash. Scott's TV & Electronic Service, Route 3-3186, Pottsville, PA 17901;

A-1 condition, complete with
probes and instructions, $895. Val Obal, 3201 S. 73 St., Omaha, NE 68124;

trol system, works with any TV set, new, $35. CATV AM/FM receiver
cabinet model 4033A, 750 input, $7.50. All equipment in good condition
with leads and manuals. Send s.a.s.e. for list. Able TV & Electronics, 6333
Hwy. 2321, Panama City, FL 32404

Send s.a.s.e. for complete listing. Clarence G. McKee, 9516 Zion Road,
Rives Junction, MI 49277; 517-569-3139

Needed: A good used color tube, round type No. 21FJP22, state condition
and price. Also, manual or schematic for a Knight KG-221A VHF -FM
receiver. Will pay for copying and shipping. Lawrence Olson, 5225 W. 147th
St., Oak Forest, IL 60452

Needed: Tekfax volumes 100, 102, 115, 116 and 117. C.T. Huth,
Hunter St., Tiffin, OH 44883

Needed: Conar Instruments, RC tester model 311 and operating manual.
Joseph J. Franco, 803 New Jersey Ave., McDonald, OH 44437
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The video connection -The setup of a
video system may be simple, but it may
also be subject to connection faults. In the

.404

second installment, Martin Clifford will
discuss impedance matching and other
connection considerations.

oosv%e**

Tools and test equipment -There has
been both evolution and revolution in
tools and test equipment for electronic
servicing. Old equipment has been improved and updated. And new equipment, such
as logic analyzers for digital work, has
been developed. Here's a look at some of
the new servicing products available.

APRIL

-

What do you know about components?
Next month Sam Wilson reviews the production procedures for thick film and thin
film components. He also discusses the
application of zener diodes.

typical Samsung TV problems -Throughout the past 10 years, servicing foreign TV models has been aided
by more accessible replacement parts and
Servicing

Plus our regular monthly features:
Technology
Photofact
Symcure
New Products
New Literature
Readers' Exchange

literature. Homer Davidson
discusses 10 typical troubleshooting tactics to service the 13 -inch Samsung color
TV receiver. Many of these servicing examples can be applied to similar models.
service

BOOTLEGGERS BIBLE for CB Modification $12.95, CB
Radio Repair $10.95. Linear Amplifier Planbook
$14.95, kits, etc. Catalog $1.00 refundable-APS, POB
12-84-tfn
263 Newport, R.I.02840 401-846-5627.
COLOR PICTURE TUBE Rebuilding Equipment. In ex-

cellent condition, everything to build good tube. Training available. John Smith, Box 34, Fountain, CO80817.
2.85.2t

INDIVIDUAL PHOTOFACT FOLDERS (Not sets) #1 to
#1400 $3.00 first class postpaid. Loeb, 414 Chestnut
Lane, East Meadow, NY 11554.
1-85-3t

Advertising rates in the Classified Section are 75
cents per word, each insertion, and must be accompanied by payment to insure publications.
Each initial or abbreviation counts

a

full word.

Minimum classified charge is $15.00.
For ads on which replies are sent to us for forwarding
(blind ads), there is an additional charge of $25.00 per
insertion to cover department number, processing of
replies, and mailing costs.

Classified columns are not open to advertising of any
products regularly produced by manufacturers unless
used and no longer owned by the manufacturer or
distributor.

FOR SALE
SUBSCRIPTION TV MANUAL, covers all three major
scrambling systems, only $12.95. Includes theory, circuits, waveforms and trouble shooting hints. Save
your VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES on EPROM with out
EPROM duplicator. Plans $9.95. Catalogue $2.00,
refundable. RANDOM ACCESS, Box 41770A, Phoenix,
1-85-tfn
AZ 85080.

AUTOMOBILE RADIO and tape replacement parts.
Delco, Chrysler, Philco-Ford, Motorola, Panasonic and
many others. Large inventory. Laran Electronics, Inc.,
3768 Boston Road, Bronx, NY 10469. (212) 881-9600.
National (800) 223-8314, NY State (800) 446-4430.
1-85-tf n

SAM's to 1400-508, $1.00, TSM's, AR's 508, Old, current
tubes cheap. State needs. Minimum order $10.00 +
shipping. Ted's TV, 2225 Vigo St., Lake Station, IN
46405.

3-85-1 t

SAVE BIG BUCKS ON INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND
TRANSISTORS. WHOLESALE PRICES. LARGE INVENTORY. WRITE: JILCO INTERNATIONAL, 439
MAIN ST., SUITE2B, EAST ORANGE, NJ 07017.
2-85-4t

SCRAMBLED TELEVISION, encoding/decoding. New
book. Theory/circuits, $9.95 plus $1 shipping. Workshop, Box 393ES, Dept. E, Bethpage, NY 11714.
1-85-tf n

REPAIRING THE 64, A manual based on actual repairs
to hundreds of Commodore 64s, $15.95, WM Micro,
Box 3287, DEPS, Dartmouth N.S. Canada B2W5G2.
2-85-2t
BELDEN RG&U Coaxial Cable, #9058. This is the best.
Duobond II/Braid/Duobond Plus. Normally available in
1000 ft. rolls only. Three incredible shields. Foil over
foam core gives 100% shielding. 77% aluminum
braid. Foil wrapped over the two inner shields (Duobond Plus). 100 ft. $24.00, 200 ft. or more 10% discount. Crimp Connectors for RG6/U cable with attached 1/2" crimp ring, (with purchase of cable only).
10 for $3.00, 50 for $9.00, 100 for $15.00, check or
money order. Postpaid. (609) 877-7480. DANIELSON
ELECTRONICS, 6 Garnet Lane, Willingboro, NJ 08046.
3-85-2t
VIDEO HOOK-UP DIAGRAM MANUAL -Shows how to
hook-up TV, VCR, Satellite, Stereos, Multi -sets. $6.00.
NorthStar Video Services, Dept. E, P.O. Box 1992,
3-85-31
Hollywood, FL 33020.

-

-

-

SONY PANASONIC RCA ZENITH EXACT REPLACEMENT PARTS -SONY PARTS AND TRINITRON SPECIALISTS. LARGE INVENTORIES. CALL
516-678-1700 OR WRITE WITH PART NEEDED.
GREEN -TELE -RADIO, 172 SUNRISE HIGHWAY,
1-85-tf n
ROCKVILLE CENTER, NY 11570.

FULL LINE of TV converters. Wireless and manual
compatible to Jerrold and Oak Systems. This month's
special the Technical 140CHL stereo and video compatible out-put wireless converter. The only unit with a
wireless volume control adjustment only $159; cable
15dB Amp in -line type only $20. Jerrold DRZ-450 19
channel converter $89. RED COAT ELECTRONICS,
P.O. Box 28504, Jamaica, NY 11428, Tele: (718)
1084-tin
459.5088. Catalogue $3 for specials.
TUBES -Receiving, Industrial and Semi -conductors,
factory boxed. Free price list. Low; low prices.
TRANSLETERONIC INC., 1365 -39th St., Brooklyn, NY
1-85- t f n
11218E, 800-221-5802, 212-633-2800.
TV TROUBLE ANALYSIS TIPS. Over 300 symptoms/
remedies by circuit area; tough ones over the years.
Save time and money. Send $12.50 to CHAN TV, 8151
1-85-tfn
Grandview Rd., Chanhassen, MN 55317.

MAKE TELEPHONE answering machine servicing
simple & professional. Without tying up your phone
lines, our ring simulator will activate any machine on
the market. You can hear the outgoing message, give
your message, and also have the availability to check
machines that have remote capability. Send your
check for $85.00 made payable to PSI, INC, to cover
cost of machine shipping and handling or call (201)
845.6669. PSI, Inc. is located at: 34, Route 17 North,
4-84-tf n
Paramus, New Jersey 07652.
REMARKABLE diagnostic tool. Determine operation
of high voltage circuits every time. You will not be
mistaken about your conclusions. Send $4.00 to
Jones, Box 693, Niceville, Fla. 32578.
TUBES FOR TV AND RADIO -356 ea. Washington TV
Service, 1330 E. Florence Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90001.
11.84-12t
SAVE TIME ON COLOR TV REPAIRS. Over 3,000 tips
on 31 brands. 116 page manual, $21.00 PP. Send check
or M.O. to: A. F. FERNANDEZ, P.O. Box 546110. Surf 3-85-2t
side, Florida 33154.

EQUIPMENT-Sencore SC61, Dual trace 50MHz,
brand new $2195, lists for $2995. B&K 1077B, $325.
Delco #10420 0-16VDC supply, 8 amps max $85. Sen core #TR139 transistor checker $49. Sams 66-1185, 4
filing cabinets $700. RCA #WV-98C, SeniorVoltOhmnist $95. All items -price listed or best offer, shipping
additional. Member of NESDA. Terrick TV, 809 Amity
St., Homestead, PA 15120. Phone: 412.462.8720.3-85.1t
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FOR SALE (CONT.)
TROUBLESHOOTING. Over 60 illustrated problems, solutions of difficult repairs. Also, 12 steps to
easier TV repair. Send $12.00 to Jones, Box 693,
2-85-3t
N icevi le, Fla 32578.
TV

I

HOW TO LOAD AND UNLOAD a console TV of 200
pounds in a van or truck. This can be done easily by a
70 -year old man alone. For information, write to FAMILY TV, 5802 N. Armenia, Tampa, Florida 33603. 3-85-3t

UIEOTNOA1O
-Servicing&Tedmology

Advertising Sales Offices
NATIONAL SALES MANAGER
Greg Garrison
P.O. Box 12901

Overland Park, KS 66212

HELP WANTED

Phone: (913) 888-4664

TV TECH NEEDED: Must be experienced on road and
bench. Good pay. Incentive plan. Reply Box 894,
1-85-3t
Union, NJ 07083.

VCR -VIDEO-AUDIO Technicians needed. Top pay and
benefits for well trained and experienced technicians
who are familar with consumer and/or industrial video
& audio products. Training by manufacturers such as
Sony, Hitachi, Panasonic, etc., are beneficial to job experience. Come to sunny Florida and enjoy your work
& leisure time. Write or call ATLANTIC ELECTRONICS
INC., 1881 NE 26 St., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33305. (305)
564-827410 am to 6:30 pm. Ask for Dave or Joe. 3-85-1 t

Situation Wanted

Akerdijk 150A
1171 PV-Badhoevedorp,

Holland

Phone: 0-2968-6226 Telex: 18406 HARKE NL
TOKYO, JAPAN

Haruki Hirayama,
EMS, Inc.

AUDIONIDEO TECH Desiring position. All locations
considered. Write PO Box 294, Philadelphia, MS
39350. Knowledgable in Car Stereos, Stereos, TV's,
VCR's.

LONDON, ENGLAND
John Ashcroft & Co.,
John Ashcroft
12 Bear Street, Leicester Square
London WC2H 7AS, England
Phone: 930-0525 Telex: 895-2387
AMSTERDAM, Holland
John Ashcroft & Co.
John J. Lucassen

3-85-2t

VIDEO TECH SEEKS WORK in Honest Shop. Video
tech with 21 years bench time, component level
troubleshooter with experience in consumer and commercial video and TV. Heavy Sony experience, high
speed skills, healthy, neat appearance. Averages
$2500 weekly in labor, can work with minimal test

equipment, small parts stock. Not a "parts swapper",
nor a "tech -tip" tech. Send SASE on letterhead to obtain further data. Seeks employment in Honest shop
only! Preferably not in sun belt area. VIDEO TECHNICIAN, 73 Jordan Rd., N. Chelmsford, MA 01863. 3-85-1t

Sagami Bldg., 4-2-21, Shinjuku,
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160, Japan
Cable: EMSINCPERIOD
Phone: (03) 350-5666
Telex: 2322520 EMSINCJ
NORWOOD, AUSTRALIA
Hast well, Williamson, Rouse PTY. LTD.
Phone: 332-3322
Telex AA 87113

WANTED

WANTED: Old tubes and parts for tube type radios, including capacitors, coils, knobs, vibrators, Rider

Manuals, etc. Antique Electronic Supply, 1725 W.
University, Tempe, AZ 85281.
2-85-2t

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
PICTURE TUBE REBUILDING EQUIPMENT, one man
operation, full training and technical assistance. Buy
with confidence from experts in the field. Call or write:
Chicago Television, 633 N. Semoran Blvd., Orlando,
Florida 32807, Ph. 305-275-9543.
11-84-9t
VIDEO SALES AND SERVICE Mr. and Mrs. wish to

retire. Have six to eight employees. Average Gross
$350K. Major opportunity to expand. Adjacent to
Marine Corps Air Station and Naval Rework Facility,
Cherry Point, N.C. One of the best equipped Service
Centers in N.C. Major Brands Sales and Warranty service (13 yrs) Excellent recreational area. Mild winters.
Address inquiries to PO Box 306, Havelock, N.C.
28532.

ATTENTION

business, selling for health reasons.
Building/Business/Living Quarters/Equipment
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Cooper Group

3

22

Dandy Mfg. Co

55

11

Diehl Engineering

17

27

Diehl Engineering

25

19

Digitron Electronic

37

ETA
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John Fluke Mfg. Co.,
Inc

28

Fuji-Svea

10

Matsushita
Engineering

2
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MCM Electronics

7

...IBC

NESDA
12

New -Tone

Electronics, Inc.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
TRAINING

5

39

NATESA

JOB OPENINGS

57

51,55

... 19

NRI Schools -

LOW COST INSURANCE

Electron ics
Division

15

Omnitron
Electronics

41

Optima Electronics

51

Philips ECG
Philips ECG
Philips ECG

23

Prójector Recorder
Belt Corp.

57

CERTIFICATION

TECHNICAL SEMINARS

All of this in a nonprofit

international association
for technicians

..I \

FIND OUT MORE:

.//I

20
23

13,14
15,16
17

25

K\\

RCA Distributor
and Special

ETA

`10 /%

R.R. 3 Box 564

$165,000. (916) 872-1962.

Consolidated
Electronics Inc.

Service Co.

3-85-1 t

THIS IS PARADISE! In mountains of Northern California, 4 hours from San Francisco. Electronic repair

Co....57

5

TRAINING PROGRAM

PICTURE TUBE REBUILDING EQUIPMENT, working or
not, write or call: Chicago Television, 633 North
Semoran Blvd., Orlando, Florida 32807. Ph. 275-9543.
11-84-9f

A.F. Publishing

B&K Precision
Dynascan Corp.

912

2-85-1 t

Page

Number

8

Norwood, S.A. 5067

Bachelor's, Master's, Doctorate. Prestigious faculty
counsels for independent study and life experience
credits. Free information-Richard Crews, M.D. (Harvard), President, Columbia Pacific University, 1415
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9 GOOD REASONS
WHY MCM IS THE
ONLY ELECTRONICS
PARTS COMPANY
YOU'LL EVER NEED.
Our friendly, knowledgeable salespeople
take pride in fulfilling your business needs
and giving the prompt, personal attention
you deserve. You can count on it.
You can also count on 24 hour shipment of

over 4500 parts in stock, including the
largest selection of original Japanese
semiconductors in the country.
And best of all, you can count on saving
money with MCM's quality electronic parts.
Our prices are among the lowest in the
industry, quite often by a wide margin.

Your toll free call to one of our "9 Good Reasons"
will show you what it really means to be a
satisfied customer. Do it today.

CALL OR WRITE TODAY
FOR YOUR FREE
128 PAGE CATALOG!
OVER 4800 ITEMS!
CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-543-4330

mcm

lin Ohio ,1 800-7624315)

moni
ELECTRONICS
858

E.

Congress Park Drive, Centerville, Ohio 45459
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The people who gave you the
Video Service Standard of the 70's.
Now Introduce the all new standard
for the 80's-MODEL VA62.
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Cut your video service time in half
The Sencore VA48 TV Analyzer,
introduced in 1976, quickly became
the industry standard for video service. It is now used by more than
22,000 technicians nationwide who
have averaged an overall 54%
reduction in service time, according
to a recent survey of VA48 owners.
But Times Change: Today's video
circuits include projection TV, 4 -head
VCRs, SAW filters, comb filters, integrated flybacks, cable -ready tuners,

Please send complete VA62 details:

Name

Address
City
State
Phone

and many more circuits you just
can't service effectively with the
VA48. That's why we now have the
VA62-the only video analyzer that
equips you for all of these new video
circuits-and then some.
In a Nutshell: Here's what makes
the VA62 unique:
It's a TV analyzer-Fully updated
for the latest circuits.
It's a VCR analyzer-Makes VCR
analyzing a snap (using two inexpensive accessories) ... and it
meets all manufacturers'
requirements.
It's cable-ready-Test all the latest
digital tuners.
It has unique patterns-Special
test patterns, plus standard pat-

terns simplify troubleshooting.
It's obsolete proof-It can be
updated as needed for new circuits
or formats ... quickly and
inexpensively.
Guaranteed Results: The VA62
can cut your service time in half on
all video circuits-new and old. We
guarantee it or we'll refund your
money at the end of 30 days.
Update Today: If you're ready to
update your bench to service the new
circuits of the 80's, write or call toll free today for a complete color
brochure.

TOLL-FREE 1-800-843-3338
In Canada Toll -Free 1-800-665-4871

South Dakota, Alaska, and Hawaii call
collect at 605-339-0100.

Zip

(Mail to Sencore, 3200 Sencore Drive,
Sioux Falls, SD 57107)
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